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PREFACE.

In the last ten years there has been remarkable progress in advanced plasma
technologies used not only in chemical or semiconductor industries but also in the
environmental applications. Research and development in all areas of plasma
technologies have attracted global interest from academia, government laboratories
and industry. These advances have stimulated us to organize the international
workshop "Plasma and ecology - basic problems". The purpose of this workshop was
to bring together scientists, engineers and other interested parties from Universities,
Research Institutes, Industry and Government Laboratories for their mutual benefit in
transferring their knowledge to the environmental applications.

The workshop covered the science and engineering of pollution control and she
remediation in the area of non-thermal non-equilibrium plasmas. These plasmas play
important role, why such topic was included in the programme of following preceding
meetings: NATO Advanced Research Workshop on Non-thermal Plasma Techniques
for Pollution Control, Cambridge, September 21.-25., 1992, The First International
Conference on Air Remediation, London, Ontario, Canada, June 25.-30., 1994,
World'95 - World Environmental Congress, London, Ontario, Canada, September 17.-
22., 1995, 89th Annual Meeting and Exhibition of the Air and Waste Management
Association, Nashville, Tennessee, USA, June 23.-28., 1996, HAKONE V -
International Symposium on High Pressure Low Temperature Plasma Chemistry,
Milovy, Czech Republic, September 2.-4., 1996.

This book contains the abstracts of the invited papers and original contributed
papers that were presented at the workshop orally in plenary session or posters session
directly or during the ESCAMPIG meeting. This book also contains the full texts of
invited papers presented in plenary session. No special editorial work was done with
the manuscripts. Therefore the authors are fully responsible for the scientific contents
of manuscripts which were sending us in the camera ready form.

Finally, it gives me great pleasure to acknowledge the efforts of those who made the
organization of this workshop possible. Without help of invited speakers, the Local
Organising Committee and the financial support of the Open Society Fund in
Bratislava, H would have been impossible to organize such a workshop. I sincerely
hope that this workshop contributed to the further enhancement of scientific,
technological and personal contacts among the participants and further advance
research and development in non-thermal plasma technologies.

Prof. Peter Lukac
Chairman
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PLASMA AND ECOLOGY — BASIC PROBLEMS

W O R K S H O P

SK99K0361
P. Lukac

Department of Plasma Physics, Comenius University
Mlynska dolina F2, 84215 Bratislava, Slovakia

Introduction

For several years, public pressure for environmental protection has been in-
creasing. European regulations lay down a very strict monitoring of all the ef-
fluents of industrial processes before their introduction into the environment.
In the case of gaseous effluents, storage is not possible and treatment must
be performed on-line. Storage of solid and liquid effluents before treatment is
possible. Many technological processes and environmental protections show
the necessity of new approaches which would force researchers to explore new
areas and to integrate physical, chemical and engineering concepts. One of
them is the opportunity for the use of thermal equilibrium and non-thermal
or nonequilibrium plasmas in processes related to environment due to specific
characteristic features of the plasma medium.

One of the major objectives of this workshop is to stimulate the integration
of fundamental (molecular physics and reaction kinetics) and applied know-
ledge in the field of plasma technology, chemistry protection and monitoring.
Therefore the discussion will be concerned to the following topics.

Plasma technologies

Thermal plasmas (arc discharges, plasma torches), characterized by large
concentrations of energy, are used in heterogeneous processes of pollutant
destruction like industrial and hazardous waste, low-level radioactive waste,
medical waste, used tires, contaminated land, steel mill bag house dusts, etc.
The recent review of existing large plasma plants (reactors) have been done
by A. Huczko [1].

Xon-thermal plasmas under atmospheric or near atmospheric gas pressures
(called also as nonequilibrium or cold plasmas) are characterized by energetic
electrons and Told" heavy particles. These electrons produce free radicals,
ions and additional electrons which, in turn, oxidize, reduce or decompose the



pollutant molecules. Such plasmas can be produced by electrical discharges
or electron beams. There are many variants of plasma reactors depending on
the electrode configuration and electrical power supply, for example

• corona discharges (pulsed, d.c.—positive or negative, a.c. coaxial, point-
to-plane, multipoints-to-plane. etc)

• microwave discharges

• silent or barrier discharges (similar to corona discharges)

• gliding arcs

• sparks

There are many questions concerning both fundamental processes in these
plasmas and their practical realization not only in the laboratories but also in
large scale industrial plants. These questions are summarized in the workshop
introductory invited talk of B. Penetrante [2.3]. A few of them will be chosen
for discussion.

It is interesting to mention that the corona discharge can be used to modify
the production of different gaseous species in nature [4]. It was observed that
high electric fields occur not only during thunderstorms and foggy conditions
but sometimes also by fair weather. It means that gaseous corona discharges
can be produced at the top of pointed trees. They are responsible for the
production of gaseous O3. XOj. NOj. SO|~. particles in the submicronic
range due to gas-to-particle conversion and also with the emission of larger
droplets containing vegetal components, such as solvated Cl~. NOJ and oxid-
ized organic species. It means that the electrical parameters, such as the local
vertical potential gradient and the air conductivity, should not be neglected
in the studies of atmospheric chemical processes at the ground level.

A certain time will be reserved for discussion of plasma technologies for
reducing pollution in water and eliminating emission or reducing of green
house gases (CO2, methane) affecting the radiative balance in the atmosphere.

Monitoring and diagnostics

Where the inorganic pollution of gaseous effluents is concerned, regulations
call for a continuous monitoring and controlling of dust, chlorine and fluorine
compounds as well as sulphur compounds. In the case of heavy metals,
directives call for a periodic monitoring. Emission limit values vary from one



country to another, but European directives tend to harmonize regulations
and there are the threshold limit values edicted by the European Community
[5] (Table 1).

Total dust:
Organic substances (expressed as C)
Chlorine components (expressed as HC1)
Fluorine components (expressed as HF)
SOX (expressed as SO2)
Heavy metals:
Cd + Tl
Hg
As + Co + Cr + Cu + Mn + Ni + Pb + Sb + Sn + V

Existing plants
10
10
10
1

50

0.1
0.1
1

New plants

0.05
0.05
0.5

Table 1: Threshold limit values in the flue gases of incineration plants (mg m~3)[5]

It follows that it is necessary to obtain, for each element, a detection limit
better than 50, and if possible 10 //gm~3, to be able to comply with analytical
requirements.

Owing to the increasing pressure of regulations, the real interest in direct
methods for the monitoring of hazardous elements in air has appeared. The
principle of such techniques is the following: the sample to be analyzed is
introduced into a thermal source able to volatilize the particles, to dissociate
the chemical species in free atoms, and to excite and ionize the elements.
The excited atoms can be detected by optical emission spectroscopy during
the radiative deexcitation and the ions can be detected by mass spectrometry
or GC/MS. The various approaches differ in the excitation source which is
mostly different type of plasma (e.g. inductively coupled plasma).

There is a new on-line trace gas analysis at the ppb level — proton transfer
reaction mass spectrometry developed by Lindinger et al [6] which will be
presented in more detail during the workshop.

A powerful tool for quantitative and qualitative analysis of organic matter
is near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy. Applications of XIR spectroscopy to
environmental samples involves upfront research and development.

Conclusion

The objective of this workshop — to outline the present direction of research
dealing with environmental plasma applications — will be satisfactory ful-
filled.
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ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS OF PLASMA-BASED ENVIRONMENTAL

TECHNOLOGIES FOR ABATEMENT OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS.

Bernie M. Penetrante

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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The control of VOC emissions from dilute, large volume sources such as paint spray booths

is a challenging problem. Conventional technologies, such as carbon adsorption/solvent recovery

or catalytic/thermal oxidation have high annual costs per ton of VOC emissions controlled. With

a large gas flow rate (50,000 to 250,000 cubic feet per minute, cfin) and low solvent

concentrations (100 parts per million or less) of no possible reuse value, operating costs for

conventional systems over five years can greatly exceed the installed capital cost.

In order to reduce the operating cost, novel low-temperature (ambient to 125 C) treatment

technologies are being sought. The emerging technologies include low-temperature catalysts,

biofiltration and non-thermal plasmas. Catalysts easily suffer from plugging, fouling or poisoning

by particulates and non-VOC materials in the exhaust stream; this results in high maintenance

costs. The major disadvantage of biofilters is their large specific footprint, typically 100-400

square feet per 1,000 cfrn of treated gas. Biofilter systems and filter materials may also require

costly maintenance and replacement.

Non-thermal plasma techniques represent a new generation of air emission control

technology that potentially could treat large-volume emissions containing dilute concentrations

of VOCs. The basic principle that these techniques have in common is to produce a plasma in

which a majority of the electrical energy goes into the production of energetic electrons, rather

than into gas heating. Through electron-impact dissociation and ionization of the background gas

molecules, the energetic electrons produce free radicals, ions and additional electrons which, in

turn, oxidize, reduce or decompose the pollutant molecules. This is in contrast to the use of



plasma furnaces or torches and several chemical techniques in which the whole gas is heated in

order to break up the undesired molecules.

Either electrical discharge or electron beam methods can produce non-thermal plasmas.

Each of these methods can be implemented in many ways. There are many types of electrical

discharge reactors, the variants depending on the electrode configuration and electrical power

supph' (pulsed, AC or DC). Some of the types of electrical discharge reactors that have been

investigated for VOC abatement include the pulsed corona, electrical packed bed, dielectric-

barrier discharge, surface discharge, gliding arc and pulsed microwave discharge. Two of the

more extensively investigated types of discharge reactors are based on the pulsed corona and

dielectric-barrier discharge. In the pulsed corona method, the reactor is driven by very short

pulses of high voltage, thus creating short-lived discharge plasmas that consist of energetic

electrons, which in turn produce the free radicals responsible for the decomposition of the

undesirable molecules. In a dielectric barrier discharge reactor, one or both of the electrodes are

covered with a dielectric layer, such as glass or alumina. Whereas in the pulsed corona method

the transient behavior of the plasma is controlled by the applied voltage pulse, the plasma that

takes place in a dielectric-barrier discharge self-extinguishes when charge build-up on the

dielectric layer reduces the local electric field. Dielectric-barrier discharge reactors, also referred

to as silent discharge reactors, are now routinely used to produce commercial quantities of ozone.

Unfortunately, the plasma conditions suitable for the generation of ozone are not the same

plasma conditions optimum for the destruction of most VOCs.

There are also many types of electron beam reactors, the variants depending on the type of

cathode (e.g. thermionic or cold), electrode configuration and voltage. The electron beam method

has been applied to the decomposition of a wide variety of VOCs. In the past, the high capital

cost and x-ray hazard associated with conventional MeV-type electron beam accelerators have

discouraged the use of electron beam processing in many pollution control applications.

Recently, however, compact low-energy (<200 keV) electron accelerators have been developed

to meet the requirements of industrial applications such as crosslinking of polymer materials,

curing of solvent-free coatings, and drying of printing inks. Special materials have also been

developed to make the window thin and rugged. Some of these compact electron beam sources

are already commercially available and could be utilized for many pollution control applications.



Whatever the type of non-thermal plasma reactor, there is a great need for reliable data

concerning the primary decomposition mechanisms and subsequent chemical kinetics associated

with the processing of VOCs. In order to apply non-thermal plasmas in an industrial scale, it is

important to establish the electrical power requirements and byproducts of the process. There are

many basic atomic and molecular physics issues that are essential in evaluating the economic

performance of non-thermal plasma reactors. These studies are important in understanding how

the input electrical power is dissipated in the plasma and how efficiently it is converted to the

production of the plasma species (radicals, ions or electrons) responsible for the decomposition

of the VOCs. Which type plasma species are most important for the decomposition of VOCs?

How much electrical energy is required for the production of these plasma species? What are the

subsequent reactions? What are the byproducts of the process? What is the influence of initial

VOC concentration, moisture content and gas temperature on the decomposition process? Is

dissociative electron attachment to the VOC molecule the primary decomposition mechanism?

Is it dissociative charge exchange? Is it decomposition by N atoms, or is it oxidation by 0 or OH

radicals? Answers to these questions will be necessary in order to properly maximize the

efficiency of the plasma technology used for abatement of VOCs. This talk will present results

from basic experimental and theoretical studies aimed at identifying the atomic and molecular

physics responsible for the primary decomposition of various types of VOCs.
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ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS OF PRE-BREAKDOWN IONISATION
PHENOMENA IN WATER: PERSPECTIVES AND OPEN QUESTIONS
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"Institute of Physics, Comenius University, Mlynska dolina F2,
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Introduction
The removal of low levels of non biodegradable organic pollutants from waters

presents a challenge to environmental professionals. Commonly used technologies for
waste water treatment involve transferring pollutants from one medium to another
(activated carbon, air-stripping) and are not optimal because of, e.g., increasing public
and regulatory concern over the final fate of pollutants. As a consequence of this, new
processes are in demand which remove and ultimately destroy hazardous organic
chemicals prior to entry into the environment

Recent developments in the domain of water treatment have led to so-called advanced
oxidation processes (AOP) [1]. AOPs are ambient temperature water treatment processes
that involve the generation of highly reactive transient species, especially the hydroxyl
radical, and destruct pollutants in a convenient manner with no secondary disposal
requirements.

AOPs based on UV photolysis, direct ozonation, photo-catalysis, electron beams, and
various combinations of these methods are promising alternatives for treatment of waste
water, for example, in the wood treating industry, and rocket fuel waste water, and water
containing chlorinated solvents at automotive, aerospace and electronics manufacturers
[1]. Nevertheless, since most of the radical production methods used in AOPs involve
significant expense, it is not clear whether they will ever be widely applied.

The need for energy efficient and technically feasible method for production of the
highly reactive transient species for water treatment has motivated research on
applications of pulsed high voltage discharges in water for destruction of organic
pollutants. The starting step was the pioneering work of Clements et al. [2] on pulsed
streamer corona generated using point-to-plane geometry of electrodes in water. This
discharge has been demonstrated to be effective in the production of hydroxyl radicals,
hydrated electrons and hydrogen peroxide by the reactions common to radiation and
photochemical processes:

H2O -> H* + OH*
H2O ->H2O+ + e-aq

H2O -> '/iH2O2 + H

An extensive research work on destruction of organic pollutants by pulsed electrical
discharges in water was carried out also in USSR (see, for example, [3]). Recetly, a
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number of studies have been made by teams in USA [4,5], the Netherlands [6] and the
Czech and Slovak Republics [7]. Further development of the method apparently requires
a better understanding of the mechanism by which the active species are produced. This
is largely hindered by the limited information on prebreakdown ionisation phenomena in
water, in particular, on streamer and leader development and associated ionisation
mechanisms.

Ionisation in liquid water
It has been suggested [2,4,5] that the pre-breakdown ionisation phenomena in water

generate electrons having energies of about 5 - 20 eV, and that the electrons produce the
radicals and molecular species mentioned above. An issue of fundamental importance is
how such electrons can be produced and whether or not an electron avalanche can occur
in liquid water. The importance of this issue lies in the hope that insight into the physics
could provide measures to optimise conditions in which the ionisation and active species
production take place.

The only liquids for which the ionisation coefficient a were measured are liquid Xe
and Ar [8]. In liquid water, however, energy loss mechanisms as rotational and
vibrational excitation and loses from the electron trapping take place, which are not
present in the liquid noble gases. Consequently, based on experimental and
computational study of the steady state behaviour of electrons in liquid Xe and Ar it has
been suggested that in liquid water at breakdown fields (= 300 kV/cm) under pulsed
conditions (<JIS) the total ionisation coefficient a is likely to be zero, and prebreakdown
ionisation growth is likely proceed via electron avalanches in low density regions or
bubbles in liquid water for which a > 0 (a "bubble process") [8].

On the other hand, it has been suggested that an electron avalanche can grow and an
avalanche to streamer transition can occur in liquid water under the influence of high
amplitude pulsed electric field by mechanisms as collision ionisation [9], field ionisation
[10], and ionised waves associated with proton hopping [II] ( "electronic processes").
These processes, however, have never been critically tested either experimentally or
theoretically and remain still speculative and uncertain.

Streamer phenomena in liquid water
After decades of research effort, streamer phenomena in dielectric liquids, in particular

in liquid hydrocarbons, seem to be fairly well understood, at least in general terms:
It is known that in point-plane electrode systems positive streamers can propagate

under field strength as low as half the field required for the negative streamers. It has
been established that the negative streamers propagate due to ionisation in vapour-gas
cavities [12]. Their velocity is low (0.1 to 1 km/s) and are "bush-like". As for the positive
streamers in liquid hydrocarbons, two forms were observed [12,13]: (i) slow positive
streamers, which are bush-like and propagate at a subsonic velocity. Their behaviour
indicates that they result from ionisation in the vapour, (ii) fast filamentary positive
streamers, which propagate at supersonic velocities as high as 100 km/s [13], and their
propagation is not influenced by the hydrostatic pressure. This phenomenon is apparently
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associated with ionisation in the liquid. It is has been hypothesised that for the streamer
propagation the field in the streamer head must be sufficiently high to produce field
ionisation of the liquid [12,14].

Unfortunately, there is little data available on the streamer propagation in water in
conditions close to those in studies [2-7]. Nevertheless, recent experimental works reveal
that the streamer behaviour in water has much common with that in liquid hydrocarbons.
For instance, in [15] the authors found the existence of subsonic and supersonic positive
streamers in water. They relate development of subsonic streamers to the expansion of a
gaseous phase, though the nature of the phase transition is not clear (evaporation or
cavitation processes). The fact that at fields higher than 700 kV/cm (i.e. at roughly two
times the pulsed breakdown field) during the streamer propagation no hydrodynamic
phenomena were observed in the streamer front and its optical transparency indicate that
the fast positive streamers propagate without changing density of water, i.e., due to
electronic ionisation processes. Further evidence in favour of the existence of the fast
positive streamers in water can be found in [9,16].

Apparently, the mechanism of the positive streamers propagation in water is important
with respect to the generation of the chemically active species. One may speculate that in
the case of the fast streamers, propagating with a very high field in the streamer front
without changing water density, conditions for the radical production and their transport
into the aqueous matrix could be much better than in the case of the bubble ionisation
processes.

Types of "streamer corona" discharges in water
There are many types of streamer discharges in air used in non-thermal plasma

devices that have been developed for environmental applications. This is in contrast to
only three types of pulsed corona discharges in liquid water that have been tested for
tested for applications in AOPs.

In [2,4,5,6] the tests were made using positive point-to-plane electrode geometry. In
such electrode arrangement streamers fill the interelectrode space inhomogeneously and
only a narrow range of applied voltages can be used without the transition to spark
discharge. In addition, discharge characteristics were found to be extremely sensitive to
changes in the water conductivity.

In [7] it has been found that the discharge operational characteristics can be improved
significantly using composite anodes, where the discharge is initiated at triple-points (i.e.,
the junctures of the solid dielectric/water surface with the metallic electrode surface).
This finding resulted in the construction of a novel flow-through reactor, where, using a
special coaxial geometry of electrodes, a bushlike filamentary discharge filling
homogeneously the reactor volume can be generated without depending highly on the
water conductivity and the stability of the applied pulsed voltage. Such coaxial flow-
thorough reactor can easily be scaled up to practical applications.

An interesting type of the pulsed corona discharges in water that can be used in
reactors for AOPs is the diaphragm discharge. In this case the discharge is generated in a
hole in the diaphragm inserted between two planar electrodes in water. Advantage of this
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type of the discharge is that it can be generated easily even in highly-conductive water
and using relatively long HV pulses.

Concluding remarks
The potential of application of pulsed corona discharges in water for AOPs is quite

real. This application is, however, hampered by the lack of basic scientific information
on physical mechanism of ionisation processes in liquid water. Evidently, a further
progress is possible only if the physical mechanism of positive streamers in water is
better understood
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Introduction

The meaning of the term ion is different in different fields of physics. In a general physical con-
text, the ion is an atom with unbalanced electric charge. An ion of mass 2 amu is called a light ion
and an ion of mass 200 amu is called a heavy ion. In the atmospheric physics, the atmospheric ion
or air ion means any airbome particle that drifts relative to the surrounding air controlled by
electric field [13]. Light or small or fast air ions are charged molecular clusters of mass typically a
few hundreds of amu. Heavy or large or slow air ions are charged macroscopic panicles of mass
about 108 amu.

When discussing the applications of air ion measurements, the methods based on natural ioni-
zation and artificial ionization should be differentiated. Artificial ionization is used in plasma
chromatography (millisecond-aged cluster ion mobility spectrometry) [2] to detect trace gases in
environmental air. Another application of artificial ionization is the electrical aerosol analysis
[16] based on artificially charged large air ion mobility spectrometry. The present paper is dealing
with the methods employing the measuring of naturally created air ions. The amount and mobility
distribution of these ions offer hidden information about air pollution. On the other hand, the
natural air ions are active in some environmental processes and they should be considered as an
immediate environmental factor.

Air ions as environmental factor

The hypothetical biological activity of air ions has been a subject of extensive research and hot
discussions. The list of relevant publications has reached 1488 in the reference list of a monograph
[23] published at 1960. Nevertheless, the existence of the direct biological effect of air ions is not
reliably proved until today. The contemporary viewpoint of scientists is skeptic [4, 7]. A recent
thorough survey [15] is concluded by words "So far, those facts do not suggest that humans are
directly affected by small ions". ;

Independent of the hypothetical biological effect, the air ions are active in two phenomena of
environmental importance: the ion-induced nucleation and the electrostatic deposition of air pol-
lutants.

Homogeneous condensation of water in the atmosphere is not possible. All cloud droplets are
born on condensation nuclei. The amount of condensing water does not depend on nuclei. If the
number of condensation nuclei decreases, the droplets will be bigger and the development of rain
is activated. Small air ions in themselves are not active as cloud condensation nuclei but they can
initiate the process of gas-to-particle conversion producing condensation nuclei. The correspond-
ing process is called the ion-induced nucleation [3]. The ion-induced nucleation in the atmos-
pheric air essentially depends on the trace gases of extremely low concentration and theoretical
estimation of the role of this phenomenon in environmental processes is hindered. The condensa-
tion nuclei born on small air ions are inherently charged and the balance of charged and uncharged
fractions of nanometer particles is modified by ion-induced nucleation [22]. Charged nanometer
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particles act as intermediate air ions. It follows the measuring of intermediate air ions has an
application as a method of diagnostics of the ion-induced nucleation in atmospheric air.

Another environmental effect is the electrostatic precipitation of air pollutants. Some air pol-
lutants like pyridine bases or free halogens have enhanced proton or electron affinity and their
molecules have high probability to be charged and act as small air ions [8, 19]. The air ions are
deposited on the tips of leaves and conifers affected by natural and artificial electric fields. Geo-
metrically selective deposition of pollutants has consequences of environmental importance. High
probability to carry positive charge is characteristic of radon daughters in air [14]. Recently, the
effect of electrostatic deposition of radon daughters by indoor electric fields has been shown [9].
The same issue is presented outdoors. The radon daughters are plated out from air in thunder-
storm electric fields [24]. It is possible that the electrostatic deposition of air ions is responsible
for the environmental effect of high voltage power lines.

Air ions as environmental indicator

The average value of the ionization rate q in a few lower meters of the atmosphere is about
10 cm'V1 . An almost stable component of 2 cnfV1 is created by the cosmic rays, the variable
rest is a characteristic of environmental radioactivity . The direct measuring of the ionization rate
is troublesome. Easy to measure quantities are the air conductivity and polar concentrations of
small air ions n+ and />_ . A rough model of the equilibrium of small air ions is

q = an2 +gn ,
where n = (/»* + nJ) I 2 is the average concentration of small air ions, a is the coefficient of
recombination and g is a characteristic of the content of the aerosol particles in the air. Thus, the
small air ion concentration depends on two factors of environmental importance: q andg.

AJlik [1] made the first thorough analysis of the electrical conductivity of the air as an indicator
of air pollution. He split the conductivity into the product of two factors, where the first is pro-
portional to q and the second occurs close to the inverse value of the coefficient g. AJlik called the
second factor the electric factor of air purcness. Correspondingly, the coefficient g could be
called the factor of air impurity. Really, this term is too pretentious because the coefficient g is
characterizing the paniculate pollution only. It measures the capability of aerosol particles to
adsorb small ions and a more adequate term is the aerosol electric density [21]. The aerosol elec-
tric density is closely related to the diameter concentration of the particle Nd:

On the occasion of spherical particles, Nj indicates the length of the chain composed of all parti-
cles in a volume unit. Unpolluted natural air contains about 1 km panicles in 1 m3 and its electri-
cal aerosol density is about 0.02 s"1.

A small air ion encounters about 1010 neutral molecules per second. The lowest concentration
of a trace gas of high proton or electron affinity detectable by the means of a mobility spectrome-
ter depends on the age of air ions. If the age is 10 ms, typical for a drift tube mobility spectrome-
ter, the lowest relative concentration is estimated about 10~n. The maximum age is reached in the
naturally ionized atmospheric air where the average age of small ions is about 102 s. Thus, the
mobility spectrometry of natural air ions is promising enhanced sensitivity compared with the
plasma chromatography. In practice, the sensitivity is limited by instrumental noise and the prob-
lems of interpretation of the measured spectra.

The measuring of the mobility spectra of large air ions created by anificial charging of aerosol
panicles is a common method of aerosol measurement [16]. The artificial charging is efficient in
the panicle size range above 10-100 nm. In the nanometer size range, the methods based on
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natural bipolar charging are competitive. If the mobility spectrum of natural large air ions is
measured, the nanometer aerosol particle size distribution can be calculated [11, 12]. The
measuring of large air ions can be used as a method of diagnostics of atmospheric aerosol.

Measuring methods

The time of flight (TOF) method for mobility spectrometry of natural air ions is essentially com-
plicated by the necessity to enter the ions into the instrument from the atmospheric air. The con-
centration of natural air ions is low and the signal of a TOF spectrometer is weak, especially on
the occasion of low mobility. Thus, the air flow method or aspiration method [13, 20] is preferred
when measuring ions of natural origin in atmospheric air.

Air conductivity is an element of standard atmospheric electric measurements. It is closely
related to small air ion concentration and measured by integral aspiration condenser called the
Gerdien tube. The results of long-term measurements in more than ten stations are collected in the
World Data Center on Atmospheric Electricity [6]. These data have been used to derive conclu-
sions about a long-term trend of air particulate pollution [18]. The simultaneous opposite effect of
radioactive pollution complicates the environmental interpretation of air conductivity measure-
ments.

Simultaneous measuring of the ionization rate and aerosol electrical density provides unambi-
guous information about radioactive and particulate pollution of environmental air. The princi-
pally simplest instrumentation consists of an ionization chamber to measure the value of q, and a
Gerdien tube to measure the small ion concentration /;. The aerosol electric density is calculated
a s S = (l/n ~ &>'• The maintenance of an ionization chamber during long term measurements is
troublesome. An alternative method is the simultaneous measuring of q and g using two Gerdien
tubes, one installed in a standard mode and another tube equipped with a source of additional air
ions and a volume for the aging of ionized air [21]. Theoretically predicted metrological charac-
teristics of the alternative method were confirmed in a test experiment [17].
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Figure I. Size distributions of atmospheric aerosol at Tahkuse Observatory, 1994.
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Mobility spectrometry of large air ions provides detailed information about fine aerosol parti-
cles in air. Unfortunately, the instrumentation is technically complicated and requires regular
troubleshooting. Most of the known measurements of large air ion mobility spectra are episodic.
Contemporary instrumentation for long term measuring of large air ion mobility spectra is
installed in two stations: Tahkuse, Estonia [10] and Pune, India [5]. Particle size spectra pre-
sented in Figure 1 demonstrate how the air ion measurements are complementing the traditional
atmospheric aerosol measurements.
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Introduction
The application of conventional mass spectrometry for gas analysis has the
advantage of being fast, so that on line measurements with high repetition rates can
be done. However, when electron impact processes are used for ionizing of the gas
components to be investigated, strong fragmentation of the ionized products causes
severe constraints on the gas analysis of mixtures especially when they contain
several hydrocarbon components, for many hydrocarbons this breakup can be
completely avoided, when the ionizing step occurs via proton transfer reactions of
H3O+ ions/ l ,2/

H3O+ + M —^-> MH+ + H2O, (1)

where the neutral M stands for a variety of components, such as HCN, CH2O,
HCOOH, CH3NO2, CH3OH, CH3SH, CH2CO, CH3CN, CH3CHO, HCOOCH3,
CH3COOH, (CH3)2O, C2H5OH, CH3CH2SH, (CH3)2S, HC3N, C3H6 , (CH3)2CO,
C4H0, H2S, NH3 and many other ones, all having proton affinities slightly higher
than that of H2O. The additional essential feature of the ion H3O4" is, that it does noi
react in a binary process with any of the major constituents of air, like N2, O2, CO2,
Ar but also H2O, on the other hand having high reaction rates with all the above
neutrals being possible trace constituents in air.

Experimental
In order to reach a high sensitivity for the detection of small concentrations of M, a
high density of the primary ion H3O4" is required within the reaction region where
processes of type (I) occur to produce MH+ ions, which are then detected mass
spectrometrically, and the count rate of which is a measure for the respective
concentration of M. This has been achieved by combining a hollow cathod ion
source which emits solely H3O+ ions, with a Flow Drift Tube, as developed by
Ferguson and coworkers IV. No mass spectrometric ion selection which would
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drastically limit the current of H30 + ions is necessary in this experimental setup, a
schematic drawing of which is shown in Fig. 1.

In this way high enough concentrations of H3O4" ions can be reached in the reaction
region, where air with trace gas components to be analyzed is added, so that mixtures
of components M being in the ppb range can be analyzed. The procedure for
reduction of the data and a more detailed description of the apparatus are presented
by Hansel et al. /4/.
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Fig. I Schematic representation of the present PTR-MS system: HC. hollow cathode; SD. drift region; VI, Vcnlun type inlet.

Results
Environmental as well as medical applications and food analysis will be shown in
order to demonstrate the potential of PTR-MS.

Environmental.

Indoor air of homes and shops as well as of offices has been analyzed. The highest
concentrations were observed for ethanol, methanol, acetone (few hundred ppb to
more than one ppm) while concentrations of benzene, toluene, trimethylbenzene and
formaldehyd typically stayed below 40 ppb.
When windows and doors of rooms in homes were closed after ventilation, the
concentration of most components investigated showed an increase of a factor of
three to about an order of magnitude within three hours, followed by a significantly
smaller inrease during the next three days, then reaching saturation.
Urban air

Concentrations of components, such as benzene, toluene, xylene, which are directly
emitted from the exhaust of cars show a diurnial variation closely following the
density of the traffic, while components like formic acid, acetic acid, acetone and
others, which partly originate from other sources or which are secondary products of
reactions within urban smog show quite different behavior.
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Emissions from biomaterial.
Both living plants and decaying biomaterial are strong sources of acetone, methanol,
ethanol, formaldehyd, acetaldehyde and other volatile organic compounds emitted
into the atmosphere. First results obtained by PTR-MS will be shown.

Medical applications.
• Human breath contains about 30 volatile organic components having
concentrations above 1 ppb, the most abundant ones - methanol, ethanol, acetone,
propanol and isoprene - ranging from 100 to 2000 ppb. PTR-MS allows fast
monitoring of these compounds, thus for the first time fast metabolic processes, such
as the conversion of iso-propanol into acetone, occuring within minutes were
observed on-line.
• From the increase of the concentration of methanol after the consumption of fruit
we were able to measure the total release of methanol due to degradation of pectin
in the lower intestins. The amount of methanol released after consumption of three
apples is comporable to the daily endogenous production of methanol by the human
body (0.5 g).

• After consumption of garlic a variety of components, such as methyl sulfide,
diallyl sulfide, diallyl disulfide, allyl methyl disulfide dimethyl sulfide and acetone
were analyzed over a time period of about 30 hours. While several of the
components disappeared shortly after garlic was consumed, allylmethyl sulfide,
acetone and dimethyl sulfide still were present in strongly elevated concentrations
after 30 hours. Allylmethyl sulfide is antibiotic, antifungicid and antiviral, thus its
presence in the body shows positive medical aspects.

Food analysis

Head space analysis of various brands of coffee shows quite different compositions
of aromatic components, several of which were identified by PTR-MS. Those and
further data on food analysis will be discussed.
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Introduction

Electron attachment studies are of fundamental importance to the understanding of
electron-molecular interactions and the mechanisms of negative ion formation. In
addition these studies are of practical value for the design of industrial gas discharge
devices (such as high voltage switches, refrigerators, plastic foam and propellant gas
production) and for the elucidation of atmospheric processes. For instance the
atmosheric abundance of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) gases has been growing rapidly in
the past decades due to human activities and it has been recognized that CFC gases are
involved on the one hand in the destruction of the ozone in the lower stratosphere and
on the other hand may be efficient green house gases. Besides this catalytic destruction
ozone is also subject to dissociation by photons and electrons. Whereas under
stratospheric conditions dissociative dissociation of ozone is initiated predominantly
by photons, in the D-region of the ionosphre (and also in gas discharges) electrons play
an important role in dissociating O3. The fragment anions O" and O2* thus produced are
either lost by associative attachment with atomic or molecular oxygen or in charge
transfer reactions with ozone. The ozone anion produced is then lost in further
reactions leading to the formation of the most important atmospheric negative ions
NO2", NO3" and CO2". The recognition of the importance of ozone in the stratosphere in
reducing biologically harmful UV radiation that would otherwise reach the earth's
surface, has attracted great scientific attention and led to many studies concerning the
physics and chemistry of these reactions. As electron attachment and the properties of
anions are involved in these processes we have recently studied the attachment cross
sections of some of the these molecules and their respective clusters, hi particular we
will summarize here results concerning oxygen, ozone, oxygen clusters, ozone
clusters, mixed oxygen/ozone clusters and some CFC gases. For more details see also
some recent and forthcoming papers from our laboratory [1-8].

Experimental

In principle free electron attachment can be investigated either by swarm techniques
yielding information on the attachment rate constant k as a function of electron and/or
gas temperature or by crossed beam experiments yielding information on the
attachment cross section a as a function of electron energy and gas tempreature.
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energies via an exothermic reaction channel to the production of Cl* as the most
abundant fragment ion observable. Apart from a strong dependence of the cross section
on the electron energy (of the form E"1) indicating s-wave capture, a strong dependence
on the gas temperature could be observed indicating the existence of an activation
barrier. In contrast the CClaBr shows a different behaviour in that the two fragment
ions Br" and Cl" formed are in competition and the branching ratio between these two
products is strongly electron energy and gas temperature dependent. At a gas
temperature of 311 K the branching ratio increases with electron energy from an initial
value of 20% to the statistical value of about 75%; similar tendencies can be observed
at higher gas temperature. This increase of the branching ratio with electron energy is
attributed to the existence of an activation barrier for the Cl* channel and the kinetic
energy of the electron serves to overcome this barrier. In a simiar fashion, the increase
of the branching ratio at low electron energies from a value of 20% for a gas
temperature of 311 K to about 80% (the statistical value) at 423 K can be interpreted
by depositing the energy necessary to overcome the barrier as vibrational energy in the
molecule via heating of the gas prior to the attachment reaction. From the temperature
dependence of the corresponding zero energy peaks an activation energy of 120, 120
and 50 meV has been deduced after plotting the data in a Arrhenius fashion for
CF2CI2, CCI3H and CClsBr, respectively. Finally, it is interesting to note that in the
case of CC^Br we have observed for both fragment ions at about 0.7 eV an additional
peak in the otherwise decreasing cross section. We postulate that this peak is due to the
onset of p-wave electron capture starting to show up at around 0.4 eV and beginning to
decline by abot O7.eV. This view is strengthened by the fact that this peak is about a
factor of 3 greater than the s-wave cross section predicted at this energy from the
present data below 0.4 eV. This factor three is tantalizing equal to the predicted ratio
of the maximum p-wave and maximum s-wave capture cross section, i.e.,
(21+1)/(21+1), where 1 is the respective angular momentum. Moreover, the rapid
decrease in the cross section at electron energies above the p-wave peak can be related
to an increased rate of autodetachment from the nascent ion. The dependence of the
autodetachment rate on the internal energy of the transient anion is predicted
theoretically to have the form of a power law E5"1 where s is the number of vibrational
degrees of freedom. This law is compatible with the presently observed decrease.

2. Electron attachment to ozone, ozone/oxygen cluster and oxygen cluster.
Ozone: Because of the lack of absolute cross section data and the lack of reliable
reaction rate constants at higher electron energies (necessary for the modeling of gas
discharges) we have studied attachment to ozone up to about 9 eV using a negative
corona discharge ozonizer for producing the necessary oxygen/ozone gas mixture.
After absolute calibration of the ozone gas density and taking into account the different
detection efficiencies absolute cross sections for both fragment anions have been
obtained, the corresponding maximum peak values are 2.8xlO*17 cm2 at 1.33 eV and
1.8x 10"17 cm2 at 1.05 eV for O" and O2" respectively.
Ozone/oxygen cluster: Electron attachment to a cluster beam formed by expansion of
a 1% ozone and 99% oxygen mixture in the energy regime up to 4 eV has revealed as
the dominant anions produced undissociated cluster ions (O^ including the monomer
O3". This behavior is due to an enrichment of ozone in the cluster production process
and the preferential formation of O3* in the mixed cluster. The structured energy
dependence of the O3* cross section is attributed to three different attachment
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Recently we have drastically improved the energy resolution (down to below 10 meV
at electron currents of nA) to be achieved in a crossed beams experiment using a
trochoidal monochromator (TEM) as the primary electron beam source [1,2,8]. The
working principle of the trochoidal monochromator is shown in Fig.l Electrons
emitted from a tungsten filament are collimated by electrodes and aligned in the x-
direction by a homogeneous magnetic field produced with a pair of Helmholt coils
situated outside of the vacuum chamber. In the dispersion region consisting of a
crossed magnetic (x-direction) and electric (y-direction) field the electrons move in
trochoidal trajectories. This leads to a dispersion of the electrons in z-direction
according to their velocities in x-direction thus allowing to select a small part of this
distribution with an exit orifice. Only mis selected part of the original (thermal)
electron distribution is then accelerated to the final collision energy and interacts with
the neutral target beam in the ion source. In combination with either a temperature
controlled effusive molecular beam source or a supersonic nozzle expansion beam
source and a quadrupole mass spectrometer for analysis of the anions produced,
electron attachment spectra can be measured as a function of electron energy and beam
properties such as gas temperature and target composition. The necessary absolute
calibration of the energy scale, the characterization of the achieved electron energy
distribution in terms of its FWHM, and the demonstartion of the correct gas density
dependence on the gas temperature in the molecular beam has been carried out using
CCLj and SF6 as test cases [1,2,8]. From the electron attachment spectra thus obtained
information on the energetics (activation barriers from Arrhenius plots, solvation
effects in clusters), on the kinetics (shape and magnitude of cross section functions)
and on the underlying capture mechanisms (e.g., s-wave scattering, p-wave scattering,
vibrational excitation) has been obtained, see below.

Fig.l Schematic view of the crossed beams apparatus. Electrons emitted from filament F are
deflected in the dispersion region (SC) consisting of a crossed Ey and B, field. In the collision
region (CS) the electrons react with the neutral target beam (NB) producing ions which are
extracted (IB) and mass analyzed in a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QM). Electrons passing
the collision region without reaction are collected with a Faraday cup (FC).

Results and Discusssion

/. Electron attachment to CFC gases and CQsBr.
The present study is devoted to two important examples of the class of CFC
compounds, i.e., CF2C12 and CC13H, and in addition to CCl3Br. As is true for all other
CFC gases electron attachment leads in the case of CF2C12 and CC13H at low electron
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mechanisms, in the very low energy regime due to s-wave capture, around 1 eV due to
Feschbach resonances and above 1.5 eV due to selfscavenging.
Oxygen clusters: Electron attachment to gas phase oxygen leads to vibrationally
excited O2(v>3) which immediately autodetaches unless it is stabilized collisionally. In
a cluster environment a similar stabilization by evaporation of a monomer unit is
possible thus leading to stable stoichiometric anions including the O{. Using here
highly monochromatized electrons it is possible for the first time to resolve vibrational
structure in the electron attachment cross section. Based on a theoretical analysis of (i)
the cross section dependence on electron energy and of (ii) the vibrational structure it
is possible to elucidate the attachment mechanism responsible for the specific energy
dependence observed, i.e., involving at very low electron energy non-adiabatic s-wave
capture of the incoming electron by the entire cluster and at energies above about 80
meV Franck-Condon governed transitions to specific vibrational levels of a single
oxygen molecule within the cluster target, in both cases followed by evaporative
cooling.
Finally, it is interesting to note that we have recently extended our studies to mixed
N2/O2 clusters, mixed N2/SF6 clusters and pure NO2 clusters and pure CO2 clusters.
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Introduction

An essential component of the matter in the universe consists of plasma, either in an
extremely hot, dense and highly ionized form, (as in stellar atmospheres) or in a much more
tenuous, colder and weakly ionized state as in the interstellar medium, circumstellar envelopes and
planetary ionospheres. One of the most pressing problems in modern astrophysics is certainly to
understand of the birth of stars and of the possible development of associated planetary systems
resulting from the gravitational collapse of a dense interstellar cloud [1]. The incredible
developments of radioastronomy since the beginning of the 1970's and more recently, the
observations from space based satellites (ISO) have resulted in the accumulation of a very large
amount of data concerning the interstellar medium and has provided much evidence, in particular
in dense interstellar clouds, for the existence of complex, organic molecules. It would be of course
extremely significant to be able to understand the chemical evolution of these molecules, that are
also observed in the atmospheres of the solar system planets (and of certain of their satellites),
from their point of formation from the primitive solar nebula until the present day.

Theoretical astrochemical models, capable of reproducing the evolution of the observed
species, are becoming more and more sophisticated, and nowadays include homogeneous phase
reactions involving electrons, ions and neutrals, as well as reactions involving neutral species on
the surface of grains [2]. Despite this sophistication, we are still very far from a fiill understanding
of this topic and a large numbers of uncertainties exist, particularly with regard to specific reaction
rates. The existence of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) species in a significant density
has been proposed to explain several spectral observations, in particular in the infra-red [3]. Given
that it is still an object of controversy, the presence of PAH's is now largely accepted. In
particular, it has been suggested that certain PAH's can attach electrons. If the negative charges,
necessary for the neutrality of the medium, are carried, not by electrons but instead by PAH
anions, then all the chemical models will be turned upside down.

These species however, for the most part have very low vapor pressures and the study of
their reactions in the gas phase, and in particular at the very low temperatures of the interstellar
medium (10-100K) , presents a veritable challenge for the experimenter. The problem of the low
vapor pressures encountered at temperatures of the order of 10K, is not limited to the case of the
PAH's and in all cryogenically cooled experimental apparatuses, many of the molecules will tend
to condense onto the walls, making it impossible to study all species in the gas phase. This is the
reason why, at the beginning of the 1980's, Rowe and coworkers [4] established the CRESU
method (Cinetique de Reaction en Ecoulement Supersonique Uniforme) in order to study ion-
molecule reactions at temperatures down to 8K. More recently, the technique has been applied to
the case of neutral-neutral reactions (down to 13K) by using the method of Pulsed Laser
Photolysis-Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLP-LIF). The results obtained down to temperatures of
13K have had a profound impact on the models of interstellar chemistry. The object of the present
report is to present results obtained for Electron Attachment and Penning Ionization, obtained



with the addition of a Langmuir probe to the measurement apparatus. While the molecules studied
are not necessarily of direct interest to the interstellar medium, they have allowed us to validate the
technique which can now be extended very easily to the measurement of similar reactions with
PAH's.

Experimental

The CRESU technique has been described in detail in a number of articles [4], [5], and in
this report we shall limit ourselves to describing only the new aspects that concern the
measurement of Electron Attachment and Penning Ionization. Essentially, these include the
addition of the Langmuir probe and a mass spectrometer. Since the Langmuir probe has a
diameter, less than or equal to the mean free path , which in turn is much smaller than the Debye
sheath around the probe, one can expect that any perturbation of the supersonic character of the
flow, connected with this measurement, will be very small.

Measurement of the rate coefficients for electron attachment and Penning Ionization are
performed using the standard techniques for the flow reactors. For example, in the case of electron
attachment, the respective decreases of the electron density, observed at two points along the axis
of the flow, downstream from the beam of electrons, are measured as a function of the flow rate of
the attaching gas. (Figure 1). Hence one can deduce the value of p. Since the density of the
attaching gas is always much greater than that of the electrons, one works in a pseudo first-order
condition and therefore, only a relative measurement of the electron density is necessary.
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Results

The results obtained concerning the attachment of electrons to SF6 (non-dissociative) and
CCI2F2 (producing Cl") are presented in figure 2. In Table 1, the results for the Penning Ionization
of Ar, N2 and O2 by metastable helium, are presented.

Molecule 49 K 123 K 157 K
AT

N2

O2

4.4 10*11 3.7 10"
4.1 10,-11

3.4 10-11

4.2 10'11

2.0 10*10

Table 1 : Rate coefficients for the Penning Ionisation of Ar, N2 and O2 by Helium metastable
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In figure 3, our results for the reaction:
e + CF3Br -)> CF3 + Br'

are compared with those of Smith and Alge [6], [7] Kalamarides et al. [8], and Alajajian et al. [?].
We find very good agreement with the FALP experiment of Smith and Spanel [10]. The
differences found between our results and those taken using the other techniques, results from the
fact that temperature of the CF3Br, is held constant at 300K in those measurements while the
molecules and electrons in the FALP and CRESU measurements are really in thermodynamic
equilibrium. The differences observed, and the variation of the value of P below 100K, provides
evidence of the strong influence of the internal state (probably vibrational) of the CFjBr molecule
on its dissociative attachment.
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Abstract.
The analysis of processes is made for a cluster plasma which is a xenon arc

plasma of a high pressure with an admixture of tungsten cluster ions. Because cluster
ions emit radiation, this system is a light source which parameters are determined
by various processes such as heat release and transport of charged particles in the
plasma, radiative processes involving clusters, processes of cluster evaporation and
attachment of atoms to it that leads to an equilibrium between chisters and vapor of
their atoms, processes of cluster generation, processes of the ionization equilibrium
between cluster ions and plasma electrons, transport of cluster ions in the discharge
plasma in all directions. These processes govern by properties of a specific cluster
plasma under consideration.

Introduction.
Measurements of absorption cross sections of metallic cluster ions [1-4] shown

this process to be identical to that for bulk small particles so that the absorption
cross section is proportional to a number of cluster atoms starting from about ten
atoms in a cluster. This fact and a profitable form of spectrum make clusters effective
radiators for a light source. Therefore, starting from Weber and Scholl paper [5] of
1992, several types of cluster light sources were analyzed both by experimental and
theoretical methods [6-9]. In all the cases clusters are located in a plasma. Below
we consider an arc discharge plasma of a high pressure with clusters as a profitable
version of a cluster light source.

Peculiarities of a cluster plasma for a light source.
Since clusters give a small contribution in the total plasma charge, general prop-

erties of the plasma under consideration does not depend on clusters. Clusters are
formed in a generation region outside the discharge plasma and are introduced in
the discharge region. The simplest way of cluster generation consists in heating of a
metallic wire by an electric current in atmosphere of a relative cold gas. Subsequent
introduction of clusters in a discharge plasma leads to their heating and then clusters
emit radiation. It is essential that the generation region is separated from the gas
discharge one by a grid, so that the number density of electrons in the generation
region is relatively small. Then the cluster temperature in the generation region is
equal to the gaseous one, while in the discharge region it is higher and ranges be-
tween the gaseous and electron temperature. It is of importance for cluster radiation.
The other peculiarity of a cluster plasma respects to transport of clusters over the
discharge region due to a cluster charge and action of electric fields of the discharge.
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Then introduction of clusters in the plasma near the anode leads to their propagation
over all the plasma region.

Plasma processes.
The plasma must provide a sufficient cluster temperature for their radiation and

must not ionize a vapor resulted from evaporation of clusters. Practically, the gaseous
temperature T is about 2000 K and the electron temperature Te does not exceed
6000K. Hence we take xenon as a buffer gas. The above gaseous temperature at small
ionization degree leads to a high gaseous pressure (p ~ 1 atm). Considering this arc
discharge of a high pressure in a cylindrical tube, one can conclude that, usually it is
contracted, i.e. the electric current radius pa is small compared to the tube radius.
This current distribution is supported by heat transport processes resulted from the
electron and gaseous thermal conductivity.

The general properties of the plasma under consideration are as follows. The
electron temperature of the plasma differs from the gaseous one and this difference is
supported by discharge electric fields. The local ionization equilibrium in the plasma
follows from high values of the parameter £ = Tdr/rrcc, where r^r is a typical time of
the electron drift through a plasma region, rrcc is a typical time of recombination of
electrons and ions. Since £ >> 1 , the Saha formula connects the electron and atom
number densities.

Cluster processes.
Clusters introduced in the plasma are found in the ionization equilibrium with

plasma electrons, and clusters have an average positive charge Z which is of impor-
tance for cluster transport processes in the plasma. In particular, they move toward
the cathode with the mean drift, velocity v^. We use the measured absorption cross
sections for Ag,Li and /-^-clusters [1-4] as model ones. Note that clusters are more
effective radiators than blackbody due to their absorption spectrum. The specific
power of clusters per unit mass PTa<i increases strongly with increase of the cluster
temperature, so that we take tungsten as a cluster material. Though one can use other
refractory metals and ceramics for this goal [5-7], parameters of analyzing processes
are known in the tungsten case.

A specific character of processes corresponds to an equilibrium between clusters
and atomic vapor which they support. First this vapor results from evaporation of
clusters, and then it is in an equilibrium with clusters through processes of attachment
of atoms to clusters and evaporation of clusters. Ionization equilibrium of this atomic
vapor with electrons leads to formation of atomic ions, and the requirement of a small
number density of ions \W+) compared to the atom number density [W] restricts the
electron temperature of the plasma. The equilibrium between clusters and their
atomic vapor is not stationary. Finally, clusters decay on walls and cathode, and in
the course of the transport of clusters through the plasma their distribution on sizes
is changed, so that large clusters are grown and small clusters are evaporated. Thus,
we have different times of the cluster-vapor equilibrium. The first one corresponds
to establishment of the equilibrium number density of atoms, and the.second time
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respects to change of the cluster distribution on sizes. Note that the total number
density of cluster atoms is enough high under considering conditions and exceeds
remarkably the atom number density in the saturated vapor.

Examples of cluster plasmas.
All the above processes determine parameters of the cluster plasma under con-

sideration. Table gives some examples of parameters of this plasma if xenon is a
buffer gas and tungsten is the cluster material. The average cluster size is taken 1000
atoms in one chister, and basic parameters of Table are explained above in the text.
Because in the end clusters decay on walls and cathode, dm/dt is the rate of tungsten
consumption. The radiative efficacy 77 of the cluster plasma accounts for the energy
consumption for plasma heating and cluster radiation which are of the same order of
magnitude. The Table efficacy 77 corresponds to experimental data [5-7] for tungsten
clusters and exceeds the blackbody one at the cluster temperature. Though these
values are lower than those of discharge lamps (100 lm/W) , cluster lamps have some
advantages which attract attention to them.

Table.
Parameters of a xenon arc discharge plasma with tungsten clusters.

p,atm
T, 1000 A'
Te, 1000A"

We,1015cm-3

E, V/cm
I, A

poi W/cm*
po, cm

c
[W+]/[W]

z
Td, 1000 A"

vd, crn/s
dm/dt, rag/hour

rj, Im/W

1
2

5.5
3.67
0.48
5.0
5.8
20

1.04
9800
0.095
3.0

3.45
9.4
5.3
10
46

3
2

5.5
11

0.84
15
1.6
103
0.42

43000
0.055
2.8
2.96
4.1
4.8
2.9
30

2
2

5.6
7.3
0.87
11
2.8
77

0.53
30000
0.073
2.9
3.36
7.9
5.4
3.2
43

3
2

5.6
11
1.1
16
1.7
140
0.38

52000
0.059
2.8

3.17
6.0
5.2
1.9
39

3
2

5.7
11
1.4
17
1.8
190
0.34

63000
0.064
2.8

3.40
8.6
5.5
1.3
44

3
2

5.8
11
1.7
18
2.0
260
0.32

76000
0.070
2.8
3.65
13
5.8
0.89
50
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Introduction

To investigate reactions of atoms with simple molecules we are both developping new com-
putational approaches and applying consolidated efficient numerical procedures to the cal-
culation of experimental observables under a wide range of operating conditions.

Theoretical and computational approaches

A first area of investigation is the construction of suitable functional representations of
potential energy surfaces of atom-diatom systems. One type of approach is based on the
many-body expansion.[lj In our case, however, the different terms of the many-body expan-
sion (to be fitted to the available potential energy values) are formulated as polynomials
of the bond order variables or of their products with related internuclear distances. Local
corrections are then introduced to eliminate short range spurious features and to modify the
characteristics of the critical features of the surface.[2] More recently, circular coordinates of
the bond order space have been used to define the rotating bond order model potential for
single product channel reactions. A generalization of this model to treat reactions brandling
into different product channels has also been introduced (LAGROBO).[3]

Our work on the design of new theoretical and computational approaches to the accurate
three dimensional calculation of reactive properties from first principles is based upon the
use of the hyperspherical formalism. On the contrary, our work on the design of efficient
parallel codes dealing with quantum reduced dimensionality techniques is based upon the
use of Jacobi coordinates. The trajectory code makes use of position vectors with respect to
the center of mass of the system.

The parallelization was particularly succesful for the trajectory code. In this case, use was
made of a processor farm parallel model with dynamical assignment of the load to the
workers. To obtain an efficient parallelization, the code was restructured to perform local
(in-node) partial statistical analyses and to gather them into a final one only at the end.
Parallel versions of the reduced dimensionality quantum program (RIOS) have also been
implemented. In this case, alternative parallel models were adopted. In particular, we
made use of a processor farm model defined at different levels. The lowest level is that of
the orbital quantum number / for which the routine performing the propagation and the
S matrix derivation can be distributed as an independent task. Since this parallelization a
mixed / and energy distribution as well as a multilevel master-slave model were also adopted.
A radically alternative parallel model that has also been considered, is the pipeline. The
parallelization of the exact 3D quantum code is still in an early stage. At present, only
its section calculating the two-dimensional surface functions of the internal hyperangles has
been implemented in parallel on the Cray T3D.



Investigated atom diatom reactions

Reactions presently under investigation are:

N(4SU) + J V J J
O(ZP) + O2(3E;) -> 02<3Sj) + O(3P)
O(3P) + iVO(X^n) -> A'(4£w) + O2(3£j)

L+) -> oi/(2n) + x{2P)
->OX{2Ti)+H(2P)

For N + No the calculations were carried out using a LEPS potential energy surface[4] having
a collinear barrier of 1.56 eV. On this surface we carried out both quasiclassica! and RIOS
calculations to estimate detailed rate coefficients[5]

Quasiclassical rate coefficients were found to be appreciable only at liigh vibrational states v
of the reactants implying a moderately active role of the vibration in promoting reactivity.
On the contrary, even a modest increase in energy supplied as bulk temperature was quite
effective in enhancing reactivity. Rotational (Trnf).and translational (Tfr) temperatures were
varied independently from 500 K to 4000 K. The effect on kv(Tir,Trnt) of varying the rota-
tional temperature was found to be little especially at high translational temperature. On
the contrary, the effect of increasing the translational temperature of the system is much
larger.

More detailed quantities are the state-to-state rate coefficients kvy{Ttr,TT,,t) or their partial
summations (like the vibrational deexcitation rate coefficients k*(Ttr.TTnt) = £„<<„ k,,iV>(Ttr, Trnl)
or vibrational excitation rate coefficients k*(Tlr,Trnl) = E,,'>,,^\,.r'(rfr,T'r,),)). Reactive and
non reactive vibrational deexcitations are always the dominant process (with the former in-
variably more efficient than the latter). An increase of the rotational temperature does not
alter significantly the situation because it affects to the same extent both reactive and non
reactive k*(Ttr, Trnt) values. Processes mostly affected by an increase of the rotational tem-
perature are the reactive vibrational excitations k*(Ttr,Trnt) and. to a less extent, reactive
adiabatic processes. However, although the effect is large for both of them, at high v values
reactive excitation k*(Ttr,Trta) increases so fast that the two curves tend to cross with the
location of the crossing point depending on the value of Trot. At high reactant vibrational
states and rotational temperatures, reactive excitation becomes so efficient to compete with
non reactive deexcitation.

The dependence of the state specific reactive RIOS cross section <rv (summed over all product
states) from the collision energy EiT is such that for all values of v the value of the reactive
cross section rises from zero at threshold to a plateau as Etr increases. The rise at threshold
becomes sharper at higher v values and the threshold energy lowers. However, only a fraction
of the energy supplied as vibration is effective in lowering the threshold.

The absolute value of the RIOS state-to-state rate coefficients agree, on the average, with
quasiclassical results. However, a plot of these rate coefficients as a function of the final



vibrational number v' evidences interesting difTerences between the two sets of results. In
particular, a quasiclassical treatment seems to lead to a more pronounced vibrational de-
excitation than a RIOS one. On the contrary, RIOS calculations lead to lviglier excitation
rate coefficients than quasiclassical ones. This reflects also on the prediction of the most
populated product state which is always lower than the reactant one for quasiclassical cal-
culations. Yet. it is the same for RIOS calculations. The quasiclassical behaviour can be
associated with the stronger tendency of classical treatments to redistribute the energy over
all possible degrees of freedom. On the contrary, the RIOS behaviour can be associated
with the insensitivity of Infinite Order Sudden treatments to rotations and the consequent
propensity to channel the collision energy into product vibration.

However, despite these differences, the values of the rate coefficients calculated using the two
methods are in quite good agreement. In addition, both the quasiclassical (7.0x10~13cm3molec"~1s~1)
and the RIOS (5.6xlO~13cm3molec-1s~1) estimates of the rate coefficient at the temperature
of the experiment (T=3400K) well agree with the measured (5xlO~13cm3molec"1s~1) value.

Following the indication of dynamical and ab initio findings the potential energy surface of
the N + N2 reaction was corrected to alter the height and location of the transition stateby
taking advantage of the flexibility of the generalized rotating bond order formulation of
atom diatom potentials. Quasiclassical and Infinite order sudden results were run also on
the modified surfaces.

For the 0{zP) + Oi^S') reaction a DMBE type potential energy surface kindly supplied
by Varandas was used.[6] The thermal quasiclassical rate coefficient calculated at 300 K
(2.8±0.2 x 10"12 cm3molecule~1s"1) is in good agreement with the most recent experimental
measurement[7] (2.9±0.5 x 10~12 cm3molecule~1s"1). A linear increase of this quantity with
temperature has been found.

State-to-state rate coefficients have also been calculated for initial vibrational levels v = 5,
10. 15, 20, 25 and 30 for temperatures of 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 K. A linear enhancement
of the reactivity with both reactant temperature and vibrational state has been found at
low initial vibrational levels. Such a positive trend is less pronounced at higher vibrational
states. Vibrational deactivation (reactive and non reactive), is the most important process.

The role played by reactant vibrational energy on the reactivity of the system is similar to
that found for N + N2. The rate coefficient of thermalized reactants almost linearly increases
with the temperature. Such an increase becomes small when the O2 molecule becomes highly
vibrationally excited. For this system too, reactive vibrationai deexcitation is the most
efficient process. A substantial contribution comes also from non reactive deexcitation (such
a contribution might become the dominant one if all the intervening non reactive processes
are taken into account).

The most interesting outcome of our calculations, however, becomes apparent only when
state to state rate coefficients are plotted as a function of n = v — v1. Contrary to the results
of N + N2 calculations obtained on the LEPS surface having a barrier to reaction, O -t- O2
results indicate that single vibrational quantum jumps are not the most important contri-
butions to deexcitation mechanisms. Multiquantum deexcitation can resort into individual
jumps of 10 vibrational levels being the dominant process. Tliis means that multiquantum



jumps play a key role in the vibrational deexcitation of this systems since they contribute
not only direct relaxation but also cascade effects.

A detailed analysis of trajectories leading to multiquantum jumps clearly shows their asso-
ciation with the occurrence of a deep potential energy well causing a disposal of vibrational
energy into other degrees of freedom. Similar effects, though less pronounced, as found
also for the model N + N2 case, were found in RIOS results. As already commented for the
nitrogen system this is a clear fingerprint for the neglecting of rotations in RIOS calculations.

Apart form that, RIOS calculations substantially confirmed results obtained in the quasi-
classical study. The RIOS thermal rate coefficient is 9.2x10"13cm3molecule"1s"1. This value
is about 1/3 the value obtained from quasiclassical calculations. The same type of deviation
applies to other dynamical and kinetic properties.

Work is in progress to extend these calculations to the reaction of O(2P) with NO.

For the O(lD) ~-HCl reaction an ab initio calculation at a Self Consistent Field Configura-
tion Interaction (SCF-CI) level was carried out. Multi Reference Configuration Interaction
(MRCI) calculations were performed at selected nuclear configurations to improve the de-
termination of barrier heights and exoergicities. The LAGROBO functional has then been
fitted to the ab initio values alter a correction introduced to reproduce the energetic bal-
ance of the process. Using trajectory calculations theoretical estimates of the experimental
observables have been compared with measured data. In particular, the calculations repro-
duced the backward-forward shape of the measured product angular distribution including
the backward bias. The calculations reproduced also the measured brandling ratio at the
two energies of the experiment. We also calculated the rate coefficient for both t product
channels at different temperatures.
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Introduction

The physical and chemical properties of plasmas can be investigated in a number of

ways. Passive and active optical probing can be used to obtain information based on the

interaction between photons and bound electrons. At high densities, photon interactions

with free electrons can be used for diagnostic purposes. Electromagnetic and

electrostatic wave phenomena in highly ionized gases have also been used to provide a

physical characterization of the medium. Plasma surface interactions are important in

laboratory discharges both for diagnostic information and for technological applications

such as thin film deposition , etching and other surface engineering. For laboratory

plasmas formed by electrical discharges in low pressure gases, the external electrical

characteristics of the system, in effect the complex impedance, and the internal electrical

properties such as charge composition, density and electric field structure are amenable

to relatively direct measurement and form a valuable input to local and global models.

This article will review three particular external and internal electrical measurements on

RF discharges at low pressure. The first concerns the electrical impedance of an RF

plasma. The second is about the energy of positive ions at surfaces exposed to RF

plasmas. The third is specific to the quantification of the ion particle flux in plasmas

where insulating deposits prevent conventional electrostatic probe methods from being

used. All three are suitable for incorporation into feedback loops as part of a control and

optimization system.

impedance measurements for RF plasmas

The electrical impedance of a plasma carries global information about the plasma in

terms of the conductivity of the bulk and the capacitance of the space charge sheaths

adjacent to the surfaces. Since the impedance can be determined using the methods

described below to better than 1 %, these global properties provide sensitive measures

of the behaviour of the plasma.
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In determining the plasma impedance it is essential to take account of the fact that

practical matching networks absorb a fraction of the delivered power and also that there

is inevitably a significant RF impedance associated with the circuitry between the

matching network and the plasma. The nature of the vacuum feed through and the

structure of the powered electrode in particular introduce a significant shunt

capacitance, while the length of the current path both to the powered electrode surface

and back through the vacuum vessel both introduce considerable inductance. The

resistance of the external current path is usually less significant

The techniques used to determine accurately the impedance of RF plasmas will be

described and some indication will be given of how the results are interpreted and used.

The complex RF impedance of a plasma discharge system is dependent on many factors

including gas pressure and composition, RF voltage, gas phase and surface chemistry,

electrode size, shape and separation. An accurate knowledge of the impedance

characteristics of a system is not only useful for ensuring reproducibility but also has

scope for interactive control strategies. In addition, the interpretation of other

observations of a more local nature must be consistent with the global description

summarised in the impedance characteristics.

Combined mass and energy spectrometry of RF plasmas

RF plasmas have found considerable application in surface engineering. The

interactions between plasmas and surfaces are driven by fluxes of particles created in or

at the edge of the plasma. It is therefore important to identify and quantify these fluxes.

Although at low pressure, where the degree of ionisation is small, ground state neutrals

dominate the species arriving at surfaces, it is the neutral radicals and ions which bring

significant energy to the surface. Radicals bring chemical potential energy and positive

ions bring considerable kinetic energy. The respective particle fluxes are often

comparable owing to the tendency of plasmas to expel positive charge at the

boundaries; positive ions can also gain considerable energy in space charge sheaths.

Measurements of ion kinetic energy distributions are described and recent results will

be presented showing the scope of the method for contributing to the understanding of

RF plasmas in particular.
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Novel electrostatic probes in RF plasmas

In plasma processing, it is particle fluxes arriving at and leaving surfaces which

determine the details of the plasma surface interaction. For some species in some

plasmas these fluxes can now be measured absolutely using laser induced fluorescence.

Net fluxes of neutral species to or from a surface (under diffusion controlled

conditions) can be determined from the concentration gradient (measured, for example,

by laser spectroscopy adjacent to that surface. In certain cases ion velocity distributions

can be determined by Doppler-shifted laser induced fluorescence. If the absolute ion

density is known, this allows the ion flux to be estimated. However, electrostatic

techniques (Langmuir probes and ion energy analysers) remain the only direct way to

determine absolute ion fluxes.

A traditional means of determining the ion flux to a surface is based on ordinary

electrostatic (Langmuir) probes. From measurements of the ion density and electron

temperature in the bulk, deductions are made about the ion flux at the edges, based for

instance on the supposition that the effective ion flux at the plasma boundary is given

by the Bohm criterion. Alternatively, one can use substrate holders and other surfaces

which are electrically independent of the vacuum vessel as large ion flux probes. So

long as such surfaces only draw a net positive ion current the perturbation is not

significant: positive ions are in general lost at all surfaces, being neutralised by

electrons which have either arrived directly from the plasma or else have been supplied

via some external battery.

A second approach is to calibrate an ion-sampling orifice on the assumption that the

major sampling spaces are not penetrated by plasma and that the particle transmission

function can be further equated to the optical transparency.

None of the above approaches is well suited for routine use in a processing plasma,

owing to the specialised nature of the equipment or devices which are inserted. The use

of electrostatic probes in 'real' plasmas is made particularly difficult when the plasma is

itself a source of species which may deposit insulating films on to the active area of the

probe. Such is the case, for example, in plasmas containing CF4. A technique

described here which is tolerant of insulating deposits, is non perturbing, has the

potential for absolute flux determination, is applicable whatever the means of plasma

excitation and is considerably simpler to implement than any of the other methods. It's

use will be demonstrated for absolute ion flux measurements in steady and transient

CF4 plasmas.
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Abstract

Reactive plasmas, driven by radiofrequency(rf) discharges between metalic and/or
dielectric electrodes or by electrodeless rf discharges, have acquired an advantageous
position as a generic processing technology for microelectronic device fabrications. An
rf discharge in a periodic steady state has number of nonlinear characteristics. An
important consequence of the rf discharge for plasma processing including reactive
gases, SFa, Cl2, and Cs etc., is the appearance of new modes of nonlinearity in the
positive ion sheath and the bulk plasma, originated from the electron transport in rf
electric/magnetic fields and from a complex molecular and ionic reactions. Some of
them are revealed in the last decade from experimental and modeling studies. The
nonlinear characteristics will play an important role in dry processings in capacitively
and inductively coupled plasma(CCP and ICP) reactors using a wide range of fre-
quency from 100 kHz to 500 MHz.

A two-dimensional measurement will be essential to investigate the nonlinearity
of plasma structure in axial and radial directions. We have developed a diagnostic tool
for CCP and ICP, based on a robot assisted- and a time and space resolved-optical
emission spectroscopy(OES). Sliced two dimensional images of the rf plasma by com-
putered tomography(CT) of OES have been employed to investigate the nonlinear
structure and the function[l, 2, 3].

Numerical approaches using fluid and particle models have given fruitful results
of the overall profile in CCP and ICP. Practically, modeling began to be used as a
tool for design of a structure and function of a low temperature plasma reactor. We
proposed the relaxation continuum(RC) model and applied the model to the study
of CCP and ICP[4, 5, 6]. In particular, the influence of a weak magnetic field on the
structure in ICP was discussed[5, 6].

In this talk, nonlinear phenomena of an rf discharge associated with microscopic
particle transport and reaction, and external conditions;
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(l):electron transport in bulk plasma under an rf field (anomalous diffusion, non-
linear time behavior of collision rate, etc.),

(2):2D-CCP structure by CT and driving frequency and power(nonlinear radial
flux profile, etc.),

(4):CCP structure and molecular/ionic reactions (Influence of metastable molecules
and negative ions),

(3):2(3)D-ICP structure at 13.56 MHz by CT and external conditions
(nonlinear radial, azimuthal plasma profiles, etc.),

are demonstrated based on our CT measurement and RCT model including, in part,
phase space Boltzmann equation. The results are mainly discussed from the physical
viewpoint.
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Figure 1: (a):Experimental 2D-sliced image of the density of Ar(3p5) in ICP for 13.56
MHz, 14 mTorr and 450 W in Ar. (b):Numerical lD-t profile of net effective ionization
rate in O2 for 13.56 MHz, 0.5 Torr and V{t) = 200sinw*[V].
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Introduction

Fully self-consistent one-dimensional modelling of radio-frequency (RF) discharges started
some ten years ago. With 1-D models many features could be described satisfactory [1].
Most reactors, however, are asymmetric in the sense that the discharge chamber is part of
the grounded electrode, which makes the grounded electrode much larger than the pow-
ered one. In combination with the capacitive coupling of the RF power, this asymmetry
generates a DC bias voltage to ensure that the net current through the discharge vanishes.
This bias voltage influences the density profiles of the charged species significantly, because
the space charge sheath in front of the powered electrode becomes much wider than the

corresponding sheath at the grounded electrode. This influences, for instance, the energy
distribution of the positive ions arriving at each electrode.
This lecture deals with modelling in two dimensions, in a cylindrical!}' symmetric dis-
charge. After a discussion of the model we use and of the typical numerical problems
one encounters, some results will be discussed which have an exclusive two-dimensional
character. Examples are the generation of the bias voltage, the radial dependence of the
density profiles and the uniformity of the ion fluxes at the electrodes.
Currently, we are investigating the behavior of dust particles of a given size and charge.
Results of this study are not available now, but will be presented in the full paper and in
the lecture.

The two-dimensional model

Similar to one-dimensional models, a two-dimensional fluid description is based on the
equation of continuity for each species s. In this equation the drift-diffusion approxima-
tion for the flux replaces the full momentum balance:

dn. - -. - -
— +V-r. =S, r. = titnaE-D,Vn..

The ions cannot respond instantaneously to the applied RF electric field. We account for
that by the introduction of an effective electric field. If the diffusive transport is neglected
and the expression T{ = fiin{Eeff is introduced in the simplified momentum balance
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dt
with um = e/({j.irrii) the momentum scattering frequency of the ion, this effective field is
given by:

The sources, 5,, describe the production and annihilation of particles of species s. They
contain processes like ionization, attachment, recombination and detachment. The rateco-
efficients for processes involving electrons depend on the average electron energy, e. This
dependence is obtained by solving the Boltzmann equation for a sequence of homogeneous
electric fields, E, and tabulating rates k(E) versus energy e(E). In the fluid model the
average energy is obtained from the solution of the electron energy balance:

V • («fe - DeVnee) = -efe • E - ScoU.

This energy balance contains heating by the electric field and energy loss in inelastic
collisions, denoted by Scou.
The electric field needed in the transport equations is obtained from the Poisson equation
for the electric potential distribution V(r,z):

$ = -W.

The set of equations above is discretized on a (non-) equidistant rectangular grid in r
and z, using an exponential finite difference scheme for the transport equations and the
standard five-point stencil for the Poisson equation. Boundary conditions axe a zero density
for each species with a negative charge and a vanishing normal derivative of the density
for each positive species. The smallest electrode is powered with a harmonic potential,
V(t) = VnFsin(ut) + VDC, all other parts are grounded.
The model thus constructed is valid for pressures typically above 20 Pa. This limitation
is mainly caused by the non-locality of the electron energy distribution function (EEDF).
Also at high frequencies the relaxation of the EEDF may not be fast enough to allow our
approach of coupling the reaction rates of the electrons to the average energy. In those
cases a hybrid approach, in which the electrons are followed kinetically, is more appropriate

[2]-
Numerically, most problems arise from the difference in the timescales of the electrons and
of the ions. While the electrons must usually be followed on a timescale that is much shorter
than the RF period, the ions need many periods even to cross the space charge sheaths
in which they are accelerated. To avoid numerical instabilities, the Poisson equation and
the electron transport are solved simultaneously. The ions are forced to attain the periodic
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quasi-steady state by means of a multigrid algorithm. This increases the convergence rate

with a factor of five approximately.

During the calculation, we keep track of the net current flowing through the discharge.

Depending on the sign of the net current Vpc is adapted with small steps (0.5 to 2 V) to

enforce a zero net current. Also the dissipated power is computed and VRJ? can be adapted

in a similar way to match a preset power level.

Results

With the 2-D model discharges in argon in the ASTER deposition facility of the Utrecht

University were simulated at different pressures, RF frequencies and power levels. The

discharge chamber was approximated by a pillbox [3]. The central part of the bottom

plate is used as powered electrode (radius 78.5 mm). The electrode separation is 27 mm

and the radius of the box is 90 mm. Figure 1 shows the relation between the DC bias

and the applied RF voltage. A typical 2-D effect is the offset; the bias vanishes at a finite

value of the RF voltage, indicating that the discharge becomes more symmetric; this agrees

with measurements on silane-hydrogen mixtures. It should be noted that the power input

decreases as well; as in the experiment, we observed that the power scales proportional to

VDC- This specific behavior of VQC is related to the relative importance of the currents

to the cylindrical sidewall of the reactor.
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Fig. 1. VDC VS VRF for a reactor with
27 mm electrode separation, total radius
90 mm and a powered electrode of 78.5
mm. Points are different combinations of
power, pressure and RF frequency.

Fig. 2. The radial dependence of the ion
flux toward the grounded plate, for two
frequencies. The pressure is 20 Pa and
the power is 20 W.

Figure 2 shows another 2-D effect, namely the non-uniformity of the ion flux impinging on

the grounded electrode. The maximum off-axis is caused by the interaction of the sheaths

in front of the endplate and in front of the cylindrical wall. Here, the electric fields of both
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sheath add up and are responsable for extra heating; this leads to a local increase in the

ionization rate.

Figure 3a, finally, shows the energy distribution of ions falling on both the grounded end-

plate and on the powered electrode. To compare the results with the measured distibution

function, the numerical results were folded with the response of the mass- and energy

analyser (fig. 3b). The distributions are easily computed with a Monte Carlo model which

follows the ions in the electric fields computed by the fluid model. The origin of each new

ion is drawn from the computed time- and spacedependent ionization.
2000 1 .0

5 10 15 20 25
Ion energy (eV), 0.25 eV/channel

Fig. 3 a. Computed DBDF for the RF
electrode (dotted) and the grounded
plate (solid). The pressure is 30 Pa and
the power is 2.5W. Electrode separation
37 mm, other dimensions are as for
figure 1.
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Fig. 3b. Computed (solid) and mea-
sured (dashed) IEDF at the grounded
electrode. Conditions are as in figure
3a. The computed distribution function
is folded with the acceptance angle and
energy resolution of the analyser.
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Introduction
Macroscopic plasma properties in conventional discharges as well as in various plasmas for
technological applications are often determined by spatial or temporal transient processes in
the discharge plasmas. In particular, the course of various plasma processes, as for instance
the response of plasma components on space or time alterations of electric fields in the
plasma or the transport of particles and energy to enclosing walls, is often dominated by
spatial or temporal relaxation processes of individual plasma components.
Comprehensive studies of the temporal relaxation behaviour of plasmas and of individual
plasma components and detailed analyses of that important processes which control the
temporal relaxation have been possible in last decades. However with respect to the spatial
relaxation in inhomogeneous plasma regions and the importance of spatial plasma structures
many questions remained in the past .
To improve this situation intensive efforts [1-4] are currently devoted to this research field and
in particular to the particle kinetics in inhomogeneous plasma regions. Typical excamples
of such plasma structures are the regions in the surrounding of inserted grids, electrical
probes and enforced plasma constrictions, the space charge field regions due to the plasma
confinement by walls, the plasma regions where moving and standing striations occur and
the discharge regions in front of the electrodes.
One important aspect for the understanding of the plasma behaviour in these regions con-
cerns the nonequilibrium kinetics of the electron component. The electron kinetics in in-
homogeneous plasma regions is mainly governed by spatial relaxation processes and a res-
ultant distinctly nonlocal behaviour of the electron component. In last years systematic
studies of various problems connected with the kinetics of the electrons in inhomogeneous
plasma regions could be succesfully performed. Due to the nonequilibrium nature the kinetic
quantities of the electrons as their velocity distribution function and the related macroscopic
properties can only be found by solving appropriate electron kinetic equations or performing .
adequate particle simulations of the electrons.
It is the objective of the lecture to report on strict calculations of the velocity or energy
distribution function and related macroscopic properties of the electrons from appropriate
electron kinetic equations under various plasma conditions and to contribute to a better
understanding of the electron behaviour in inhomogeneous plasmas regions. In particular,
the spatial relaxation of plasma electrons acted upon by uniform electric fields, the response
of plasma electrons on spatial disturbances of the electric field, the electron kinetics under the
impact of space charge field confinement in the dc column plasma and the electron velocity
distribution in stronger fields as occurring in the electrode regions of a dc glow discharge
will be considered in the lecture.

Some Aspects of the Kinetic Equation Treatment
The basic equation to study the electron kinetics in nonuniform regions of weakly ionized
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plasmas is the inhomogeneous, time-independent Boltzmann equation of the electrons

v- V f / - (eo/m)E • Vv-f = Cd{f)

determining the velocity distribution function f{v,x) of the electrons. This kinetic equation
includes the action of a space-dependent electric field E(x) and of elastic (Ce') and various
inelastic (C^1) electron atom collisions.
As in steady state and in time-dependent plasma conditions approximate solutions of the
kinetic equation can be obtained by using orthogonal expansions of the velocity distribution
function with respect to the directions v/v of the electron velocity v in the kinetic equation.
Depending on the structure of the electric field, of the expected inhomogeneity in the plasma
and of the imposed boundary conditions for the velocity distribution a reduced expansion
with respect to one angle coordinate only or a more complex expansion with respect to both
angle coordinates of v/v has to be used.
If the electric field and the inhomogeneity in the plasma are parallel to a fixed space direction,
for instance the z-direction, the velocity distribution becomes symmetrical around the field
E = E(z)ez and can be given an expansion in Legendre polynomials Ln(vz/v). In the lowest
approximation order, the so-called two term approximation, the velocity distribution gets
the representation

f(U, vjv, z) = (27T)-1 (2/m)-3/2 I/0(l7, z) + h (U, z) (vz/v)}, U = mv2/2, V= V

involving the isotropic part fo(U,z) and the only anisotropic part fi{U,z) of the velocity
distribution. The substitution of this expansion into the Boltzmann equation leads finally
to a system of two partial differential equations for the isotropic and anisotropic distribution
/o and /i- When further eliminating the anisotropic distribution essentially a parabolic
differential equation for the isotropic distribution fo(U,z) results. Its numerical solution
using appropriate initial and boundary values makes possible to study several problems of
the electron kinetics in inhomogeneous plasmas, as the spatial relaxation in uniform fields
or the response of the electrons on local field disturbances.
A different situation with respect to the spatial behaviour of the electron component arises.
for example, in the positive column of a dc glow discharge with isolating walls. From the
electron kinetic point of view this problem is more complex than the kinetic problems con-
sidered above. The electric field in the column plasma is a superposition of the constant axial
electric field and the radial space charge field, i.e. E = Er{r)er + Ezez. Thus the direction
of the total electric field is different from the radial direction in which the inhomogeneity
of the column plasma occurs. Then an expansion of the velocity distribution in spherical
harmonics has to be used which gets in two term approximation the representation

f{U, v/v, r) = (27T)-1 (2/m)-3/2 [/„([/, r) + fr(U, r) (vr/v) + fz(U, r) (vz/v)}

and includes, in addition to the axial component fz(U,r), now a radial component fr(U,r)
of the anisotropic distribution. When substituting this expansion into the kinetic equation
and when eliminating both anisotropic distributions finally an elliptic differential equation
is obtained for the isotropic distribution fa(U,r) which has to be completed by appropriate
boundary conditions. The numerical solution of this elliptic problem makes possible, to
determine the radial variation of electron kinetic quantities in the column plasma.



Spatial Relaxation in Uniform Electric Fields
Main aspects of the complex spatial relaxation behaviour of the electrons in nonisothermal
collision dominated plasmas can already be revealed when studying in a uniform electric
fields the spatial evolution of the electrons whose velocity distribution has been disturbed at
a certain space position. Sufficiently far from this position finally a homogeneous state should
be established in field acceleration direction of the electrons by the interplay of field action
and dissipation in electron collisions. For such studies the anisotropic distribution / i (£/, 2)
has been fixed at the position z = 0 by an appropriate boundary value. The spatial relaxation
of the electrons has been determined by numerically solving the above-mentioned parabolic
problem. It has been found that the relaxation process into homogeneous states remarkably
depends on the specific atomic data of the electron collision processes and shows a sensitive
alteration with the magnitude of the electric field. To illustrate the last situation Fig. 1
presents the spatial relaxation of the normalized electron density n(zp)/n(co) in a krypton
plasma at various normalized field strengths E/p. A distinct alteration of the relaxation
behaviour from an aperiodic, via a slightly damped periodic to a strongly damped periodic
course with increasing field magnitude becomes obvious.

n(zp)/n(oo)

Fig. 1
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Response of the Electrons on Spatial Field Disturbances
Spatially limited disturbances in the axial electric field strength can be caused, for example,
in an axially homogeneous column plasma of a dc glow discharge by special arrangements.
Sufficiently far from such disturbances homogeneous states towards both electrodes should
be established in the column plasma. The response of the electrons on such field disturbances
has been studied by solving the above-mentioned parabolic problem. Fig. 2 illustrates for
two field disturbances the spatial evolution of the isotropic distribution in a helium plasma
starting from homogeneous states of the isotropic distribution at the position zp = 0. Both
field disturbances have been assumed to occur in the space region between 5 and 10 torr cm
which is marked by black lines on the distribution surface. The electron acceleration by
the electric field always occurs in the positive z direction. In case A a larger and in case
B a smaller magnitude of the electric field acts on the electrons in the disturbance region
compared to the undisturbed field. In both cases a strong response of the isotropic dis-
tribution on the field impulse can be observed with a particularly large extension of this
response in electron acceleration direction. The isotropic distribution develops in case A in
an aperiodic and in case B in a periodic way towards its homogeneous state at large zp.
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Electron Kinetics under the Impact of Space Charge Field Confinement
The numerical solution of the above-mentioned elliptic problem allows to determine the radial
variation of the velocity distribution and of various macroscopic quantities of the electrons in
the column plasma. To give an example, the column plasma of a neon discharge with a tube
radius of 1.7 cm, a gas pressure of 100 Pa and a discharge current of 10 mA has been chosen.
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Fig. 3 shows the corresponding radial variation of the isotropic distribution normalized on
the local electron density n(r). A pronounced radial variation of the isotropic distribution
can be observed which is mainly caused by the interplay of the radial space charge field
action and the collisional dissipation of the electrons in the column plasma. On the basis of
such kinetic treatment of the electron confinement the determination of the axial and radial
components of the anisotropic distribution becomes additionally possible. Fig. 4 compares
at a selected radial position the energy dependence of all three distribution components. In
particular the small magnitude of the radial anisotropic distribution and its two branches of
different sign reflect the distinct space charge field confinement of the electrons in radial dir-
ection. The change of the sign in the radial anisotropic distribution with increasing kinetic
energy enforces a strong compensation in the radial particle current density of the electrons.
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1. Introduction
We have been developped an innovational plasma systems which are able to generated the
wide and stable plasma(discharge distance 30cm length , discharge electrode length max.16
m)under normal air and pressure by useing high and narrow wave- form of pulse voltage.
We'll reporte it's thechnical outline and some applicated examples.
2.Principle
The condenser are charged by the D.C. high voltage, at the same time the gap switch
breaks down.the condenser discharge and high frequency oscillation voltage is produced
infixed impulse circuit invarient numbers of LC- resonance. Then they are supplied
between discharge electrodes of knife- edge shape and the grounded counter electrodes
settled dielectric plate.

Condenser Discharge

Electrode
Inductance

Gap switch 9
Load
Resistance I / Counter Electrode

Dielectric plate (ex.plasUs or ceramics)

Fig. 1 Pulse Generator and Load (US.Patentcd No.537iti49)

3.Plasma Characteristic of narrow and high wave-form of pulse voltage
(l)Wide plasma generating space
Electrode distance is maximum 30cm .discharge electrode length is maximum 16m.
Fig.2 shows the relationship between pulse peak-voltage and plasma streamer lengths.
(2)Plasma Stability The generated high pulse voltage depend on gap switch stabilation.
Pulse interval is from 90 to 150 parts/second. By these narrow pulse width and dielectric plate,
sparkless discharge has been completed.
(3)High plasma energy Fig.3 shows pulse wave-form of voltage and current, maximum
peak- voltage is 200- 230KV, pulse width is 2 - 4 microsec , discharge current is maximum 50
- 60 A.discharge energy is 90jule.
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Fig . 3 Pulse Wave form
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4. Applications of the Atmospheric Plasma System(A.P.S.)
4.1 Pre-treatment System to P.P(*1) and P.E.(*2) Molde Coating
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OXIDATION OF SULPHUR AND NITROGEN OXIDES
BY PULSE CORONA DISCHARGE

R.H.Amirov. J.O.Chae*, Yu.NJ>esiaterik, E.A.Filimonova, MRZhelezniak

Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute for High Temperatures,
Izhorskaya 13/19 127412 Moscow, Russia

"Combustion Laboratory, Mechanical Department, INHA university
#235, Yong hyun-Dong Nam-Gu, Inchon, Korea

Among other researcher activities a new technology for the combined
abatement of NOX and SO2 based on streamer corona in flue gas is being
experimented [1,2]. With such a technique, oxidising radicals are produced and the
reaction of NOX and SO2 with radicals yields several acids that can be neutralised
by injecting ammonia into the gas. The final products, being solid particles, can be
removed from the flue gas in an electrical precipitator.

The NOX and SO2 removal efficiency of the corona reactor has been
measured both with and without ammonia addition to the gas stream. The gas
conditions were: gas flow rate 10-55 Nl/min, gas temperature of 25 °C, pollutant
gases initial concentration up to 800 ppm. Voltage pulses with amplitude up to
15 kV had rise time 20 ns and repetition frequency 500 Hz. The corona wire had
length 70 cm. A high voltage divider (Tektronix P6015A) and self-made current
shunt (0.9 Q.) were used. The waveforms were measured using digital oscilloscope
Tektronix TDS 544A. Inputted into gas energy from one pulse was calculated by
integration of voltage and current waveform multiplication for 250 ns. SO2

concentration was measured by Pulsed Fluorescent SO2 analyser
40 Thermoelectron, and NOX concentration was measured by analyser NA 510-2.

The dependence of NO and SO2 removal efficiency from gas flow rate and
initial pollutant concentrations were measured. One test with fixed amount of the
inputted energy per the unit of SO2 but with different initial concentration have
been made. It is found that increasing of the initial concentration from 200 ppm to
700 ppm can enlarge the removal efficiency by factor 2.5. Some tests were carried
out with both pollutant gases SO2 and NO simultaneously. An efficiency on the
SO2 removal of 96% and on the NO removal 70% in pulse corona have been
achieved with ammonia addition when the SO2 initial concentration was 480 ppm
and the NO initial concentration was 230 ppm.

A numerical model for NO and SO2 oxidation in homogeneous gas flow has
been developed. The flow contains cold (T = 300-400 K) background components
N2, CO2, H2O, O2 and impurities SO2, NOX , CO. A source of chemically active
species is an electrical streamer discharge of corona type

An applications software RADICAL Ver. 4.3, calculating oxides removal,
consists of a chemical database (93 reagents and 643 reactions from [3] and other
papers), a program of kinetic calculation and auxiliary units. The model uses the
following main parameters: pulse frequency /, an average specific energy input in
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a streamer channels W^ and in a discharge chamber Wdc, , a fraction of energy
that consumes for production of active components q. The spatial nonuniformity of
gas parameters, associated with existence of many streamer channels in discharge
chamber, is taken into account. Concentrations of active components in streamers
are calculated in the frame of G-factors approach utilising W& and q values. These
concentrations are used as initial conditions for a set of differential equations
which describes chemical transformations in the flue gas and in the diffusion
expanding channels. The calculations have been carried out for pulse series (about
1000 pulses in a series) considering change of the gas composition after each pulse.

An example of experimental and calculated results on NO and NOX removal
from air-water vapour mixture is shown in fig.l. The main processes of NO
removal are NO+O3=NO2+O2 and NO+N=N2+O. Produced in the first reaction
NO2 forms then HNO3 and HO2NO2 in radicals with OH and HO2. The variation of
some component concentrations in streamer channel after an electrical pulse is
presented on the fig. 2. The curves have two shapes. The species, that are produced
in streamer channel after discharge, as O3, and HO2? on the first stage increase due
to reaction with active components. Then these concentrations decrease in
consequence of diffusion expansion of the channel. The same processes form the
NO concentration. On the first stage active radicals delete NO from channel and
NO concentration has a minimum. This minimum is filled then by the NO
molecules coming from the gas outside the channel. The total production of O3 is
positive and NO is negative per a pulse. The similar results were obtained for SO2

removal.
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The Effect of Frequency on NOx Reduction
by Superimposing Surface and Silent Discharges

T. Nomura, H. Kishida, Y. Ehara, T. Ito

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Musashi Institute of Technology,
1 - 28- 1, Tamazutsumi, Setagaya- ku, Tokyo 158, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Recently air pollution has been serious problem. For example, photochemical smog
and acid rain are typical phenomena. A cause of them is mainly NOx.

The generation sources of NOx are roughly divided into the mobil generation sources
such as cars and the fixed generation sources such as thermal power plants and incinerators.
In Japan, the generation sources are regulated in accordance with environmental standards

for the density of NO z in atmosphere as administration objectives. However
environmental standards still will not be cleared along a trunk road on a metropolitan area.

Since such the time background, the technique of decomposition and restraint of NOx
have been developed popular, and many ways of NOx reduction have been proposed. The
way of NOx reduction by electricity which make use of the discharge chemistry phenomena
is one of them, and many researchers have been proved the validity.

We are especially interested in the decomposition of NOx in gas exhaust from a diesel
engine and the decomposition of these simulated exhaust gas by a discharge. NOx has
been ever reduced by a single discharge so far, but we reduce by the superimposing surface
and silent discharges since high efficiency of the re'actor[l], [2]. In the present work,
experiments were carried out for changing frequency of applied voltages. From the
experimental results, the effects of frequency and superimposing discharges are discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

In this experiment, the simulated exhaust gas closely similar to the gas exhaust from
diesel engine was supplied from two gas cylinders, and we used the mixed gas as the model
gas. The mixing rate of two gases was able to controlled. The initial density of NO and
NOx(NO+NO 2 )were set at 1700ppm and 1830ppm, respectively. The flow rate of model
gas was set at 0. 21/min. The density of NO and NOx (NO+NO 2) in model gas before and
after passing through the reactor was measured by NOx analyzer(Best Sokki:BCL-511AS),
and the decomposition characteristics of NOx were evaluated by calculating the
reduction rate and the energy yield of reduction
and so on. Figure 1 indicates the electrode
construction of reactor. The superimposing
surface and silent discharges plasma reactor
consists of double coaxial cylinders. The outer
tube is made of ceramics with slit type electrode I-
called surface electrode and coaxial metal
electrode immersed inside ceramics called
embedded electrode. Four inner tubes were
used as a central electrode. Each of them was
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Fig. 1 electrode construction
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filled with NaCl solutions. AC high voltages of 50Hz and range from 50Hz to IQOOHz were
applied to the embedded electrode and central electrode, respectively, and the surface
electrode was used as a common ground. Experiment were carried out at four gap length
of 1.5mm, 2. 5mm, 3. 5mm, 5. Omm in the discharge reactor.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows NO reduction rate as a function of applied voltages at the gap length
of 5. Omm. This figure indicates higher reduction rate under superimposing discharges
mode. However, the difference of NO reduction rate between a single and superimposing
discharges decreases with increasing the frequency and applied voltage. This result is
caused by increasing discharge power. Then, figure 3 shows NO reduction rate as a
function of discharge power. This figure indicates reduction rate is saturation tendency. So,
the difference decreases at same applied voltages between a single and superimposing
discharges. And we do not find the effect of frequency, the reduction rate is decided by
discharge power and not dependent on frequency.
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CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigation has been conducted to reduce NO from the simulated
exhaust gas by superimposing discharges. The results are as follows.

The reduction rate of NO at superimposed discharges is higher than that of the single
discharge at the same applied voltage. The reduction rate is not dependent on frequency
and decided by discharge power.
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SYNTHESIS OF PURE OZONE BY NANOSECOND DISCHARGE
AT CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES

R.H.Amirov, E.IAsinovskyr LS.Samoilov
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127412 Moscow, Russia

It was recognized that the energy yield of ozone generation was greatly
increased at very low temperatures [1]. Basic benefit of ozone is that ozone is an ice
or liquid at a near liquid nitrogen temperature. Ozone production at medium
pressure DC glow discharge positive column was proposed. 40-45 % of the
conversion of oxygen was obtained used liquid nitrogen cooling. The energy yield
as high as 600 [g/kWh] was observed from experiments [1]. The maximum ozone
energy yield in DC glow discharge is obtained at gas pressure in the 0,5-2 Torr. At
such pressures the productivity is limited because a main reaction of ozone
productions is quadratic in pressure.

To overcome these difficulties the discharge in the form of breakdown
waves has been proposed. This wave occurs at sufficiently high initial electron
concentration and fast increasing of the potential of the electrode in the vicinity of
which a wave of the space charge is formed..

The similarity of electric breakdown waves [2] propagating in shielded
discharge tubes, the heat regime and the estimation of ozone concentration
necessary to condensation were taken into account to determine the geometry of
the discharge tube. This was made of quartz and was 48 cm long and of 8 mm
internal diameter. The electromagnetic screen had a diameter of 10 mm. The
reduced oxygen pressure in the tube was within the range 1-100 torr.

To determine the discharge parameters (current, power, energy per pulse,
voltage) the pulse reflector method was used. Incident and reflected nanosecond
pulses were measured in the long line. The measurements were made using the
broad-band capacitive divider and the oscillograph having a pass band of 300 MHz.
An incident pulse voltage with a peak value range +20 to +25 kV, 20-ns pulse
width and with repetition frequency from 10 to 100 Hz was used. The breakdown
wave velocity was measured by the appearance of a phase shift between pulsed
received from the photomultiplier when the latter was displaced along the tube.
The ozone concentration was determined from UV radiation absorption at
wavelength A. = 254 nm.

The wave breakdown in oxygen at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures
has been studied in the pressure range from 3 to 70 torr. The velocity of
breakdown wave was measured by the method of x-t diagram. It is found that at
decreased temperature the position of maximum of the dependence of wave
velocity is shifted to the area of higher values of density (Fig. 1). The maximum
value of velocity does not depend from temperature and equals to 2 cm/ns. A good
matching between the line and the wave breakdown was realized. A high energy
transfer efficiency (~ 50%) from line to wave breakdown was measured.
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The concentration of ozone in discharge •was measured at room and liquid
nitrogen temperatures. The quasi stationary concentration at 300 K is in good
agreement with known data [3]. It is found that at the pulse frequency regime the
ozone concentration produced after each pulse is higher than value of density of
saturated vapor at walls temperature that is equaled to liquid nitrogen
temperature. Typical time dependence of ozone concentration has a maximum
between high voltage pulses at cryogenic temperatures. Such a dependence could
be explained by diffusion of ozone to the walls at which a condensation was
developed. The average ozone concentration in the volume of the discharge tube
was less at cryogenic temperatures than at room temperatures.

The production of condensed ozone have been determined by measuring the
ozone concentration when the walls was heated and ozone evaporated. The density
of evaporated ozone was in many values higher than density of oxygen in the
discharge reactor at which the accumulation of condensed ozone was produced.
The maximum of achieved gas ozone pressure was 0.5 atm with life time of ten
hours when the discharge tube had a diameter 8 mm, that was much more than
known quenching diameter.

The energy yield of ozone generation at cryogenic temperatures has been
calculated- The maximum value was 200 g/kWh. The investigation of the
accumulation and destruction of condensed ozone showed that the accumulation of
ozone in the discharge tube decreased the energetic efficiency of synthesis. Fig. 2 is
a plot of the energetic efficiency against the amount of condensed ozone.

The research described in this publication was made possible in part by
Grant No. N5H3000 from the International Science Foundation and Russian
Goverment and by Grant No. 94-02-06388 from the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research.
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WHY THE NEGATIVE CORONA CURRENT IN AIR DECREASES?
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Introduction

The time dependence of negative corona current I, called by Gagarin like
"relaxing of CV-characteristics", is a phenomena observed and mentioned by some
authors [1,2,3,4]. This phenomena can be easily observed only if the negative corona
is initiated between electrodes situated in closed discharge reactor filled with air(no-
flowing regime). When the suitable step-like voltage is applied on electrodes, the
main current I continuously decreases from initial value Io, to the saturated value L,,
which is 30 - 50 % below the initial value. The saturated value and the rate of decay
depends on the volume of the discharge reactor as it was conclude by Schwab and
Zentner, who first described such phenomena [1 ].

The observed phenomena was explained by two theoretical models [3], [4]
considering the ion-molecule and chemical reactions in the NCD in air, especially
the ozone production. The aim of presented paper is to discuss the discrepancies of
above mentioned models, to re-examine the earlier experimental data and
presumptions used in models in a light of the latest experimentally confirmed facts

Experimental Apparatus

The experiments have been carried out in ambient air at pressures 40 - 80 kPa
and at temperature 20 ° C. All details concerning to apparatus are described in our
earlier paper [4].

Experimental results and discussion

One set of selected time dependencies of mean current I and ozone
concentration measured by absorption of UV light in discharge reactor C are shown in
Fig. la and lb.
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The similarity of both curves as well as the time Ts needed for saturation of I and C
suggests, that the decay of mean current is caused by the increase of the ozone
concentration in the discharge gap. The principal difference between above
mentioned models is the mechanism of ozone effect. Gagarin [3] presumed only the
charge transfer ion-molecule reactions in which the primary negative ion 0", created
via dissociative attachment

C + 0 2 - + 0 - + 0 (1)

are changed to negative ions having larger mobility. He presupposed that the
equilibrium of process influencing the current decay is reached if the concentration of
ozone in discharge gap C is of range 1019 cm"3, i.e. comparable with the concentration
of oxygen in air. As it follows from theoretical calculations [5], the saturated
concentration of ozone produced by NCD in air can not be higher like 1016cm"3. Thus
the calculated values of Ts should be 103 times shorter as measured data..

On the contrary to the model [4], in our calculations the free electrons are
taken into account. We presumed that a part of free electrons is attached by three-
body process by ozone generated in the discharge [5]

e + O3+O2->O3"+O (2)

On a base of new experimental facts the doubtful process (2) was replaced by
dissociative attachment

e + 03->-0* + 02 (3)

The revised model was used for calculation of attachment coefficient kfo by
simple formula presented earlier [6] from the old experimental data [4]. The mean
value k]0=2.5 xlO"9 cm3.s'! is very close to the values calculated from attachment
cross section [7] and practically in agreement with data Gibalov et.all [8].
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Trichel pulses in a negative corona in electronegative gases were studied since 1938 when
they were revealed by G. W. Trichel [1]. However, their mechanism never was explained
theoretically. The best result in numerical modeling was to reproduce a typical first pulse
waveform for negative corona in oxygen [2]. When attempting to calculate the corona evolution
further it was found that the corona current stabilizes in time. The authors of this paper succeeded
in numerical modeling of continuos sequence of Trichel pulses in a negative point-to-planc corona
in dry air at atmospheric pressure. The results of theoretical calculations well agree with
experimental data.

The model under study incorporates the continuity equations for electrons, positive and
negative ions together with Poisson equation and the simple electric circuit equation. The quasi-
one-dimensional approximation was employed putting all quantities to be constant within every
current cross section, and the radius of the current channel was taken as a function of the distance
from the cathode similar to the experimental one. Two spatial regions were distinguished: the
active corona zone close to the cathode point and the negative ion drift zone. The size of the
current spot on the anode was taken in correspondence to the Warburg law. The shape of the
current channel was taken from experimental measurements of the corona glow, and was similar
to that described by Trichel [1]. Numerical simulations for a point to plane distance equal to 0.7
cm in dry air reproduced the periodical sequence of pulses. For applied voltage 4 kV and point
radius of curvature 0.08 mm the calculated form of one pulse of the sequence is compared in Fig.
1 with experimentally measured. The theoretically predicted repetition frequency is 196 kHz and
the experimental one 160 kHz; the calculated average current is 23.3 p.A and the measured one 20
uA.

The total evolution of the current is illustrated in Fig. 2, showing the discharge current in
logarithmic scale as a function of time for an interval between 89 [is and 94 us where the two
pulses took place. The periodical evolution of the current may be described in terms of three
specific stages. The numerical calculations predict that beginning from the point b the
replenishment criterion for corona is fulfilled. It means that. Up to the point c the positive ions
accumulated near the cathode exert small influence on the electric field distribution in this region.
Between points c and a the positive ion charge plays the important role in the discharge evolution
which can be viewed as an ionization wave propagating with a high velocity to the cathode. The
positive ion accumulation near to the cathode is followed by increasing the electric field strength,
hence by growth of the ionization rate and positive ion concentrations. With time the ion current
component on the cathode surface becomes greater than the displacement current and continues
to grow. The voltage across the ionization zone at this stage is diminishing due to shortening of
this zone because of plasma formation. The excess voltage drops across the ion drift zone
resulting in growth of the displacement current which is much greater than the ion current
component Evidently, the displacement current is limited by the available voltage, and this is the
reason for formation of the peak in the total current. When the current reaches the peak, the
replenishment criterion ceased, and the cathode fall decays. The interval a-b corresponds to the
tail of the current pulse up to the moment when the replenishment criterion is satisfied again. Then
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the process is repeated. On the stage a-b the voltage redistributes between the ion drift zone and
the active corona zone. The negative ions drift to the anode, the negative charge diminishing and
the voltage across the ion drift zone is also diminishing. The excess voltage drops on the active
corona zone. This voltage grows up to the moment b, when the electron avalanche becomes
sufficiently strong.
References
[1] C W. Trichel, Phys. Rev., 54(1938), 1078
[2] R. Morrow, Phys. Rev. 32(1985), 1799
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ATOMIC CHLORINE FORMATION IN PULSE-PERIODIC DISCHARGE.

O.V.Butin, L.M.Vasilvak

Laboratory of Impulse Technique, Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology,
P.O.Box 53, Dolgoprudny, 141700, RUSSIA

Introduction.

In work [1] a pulse-periodic chlorine discharge of average power of hundreds W was
investigated. In such discharges reduced fields E/p are great and so using data of appropriate
elementary processes cross sections [1] one can expect that high part of discharge energy
initializes dissociation and ionization processes. Measurements of atomic chlorine concentration
were not performed whereas its availability can greatly influence on the reactions kinetics taking
place in discharge. The main purpose of our work was to carry out such calculations for the
conditions of the experiment [1].

Results and discussion.

The calculations were carried out for the discharge tube with diameter of 11 mm, length of
81 cm. The tube was cooling by 30°C water. The gas pressure changed from 0.5 to 3 torr. It was
chosen on the basis of experimental energy absorption data.

Voltage pulses with amplitude of 24 kV, duration of 80 nsec and repetition frequency of
1200 Hz were applied to the tube. The energy absorption by discharge volume was considered as
depending on the pressure in the tube and varied from 25 to 150 W.

By solving of heat conduction equation for gas in the tube it was obtained that temperature
dependence on the distance from the tube axis becomes parabolic after several pulses. The
maximum of temperature was Tmjx—800K. The appropriate average particles concentration is
n=5.5*1016 cm"3 under the pressure of 2 torr.

The mixture behavior during the interval between pulses can be described using the
following kinetic system:

e + ci2->cr+ci cr+cij->3ci

e + Cl2 ->C12 +2e Cl~ + Cl+-» Cl + Cl*

e + Clj" -» Cl + Cl* . Cl"+C1++M->2C1 + M

e + Cl2 - > C r +Cl + +e • C1+C1 + M-»C12+M

!-M->Cl2+M Cl2 ->C1"+C1
Processes of diffusion and wall recombination for all mixture components were also taken

into account. Rate constants were used in accordance with [2-5]. Concentrations of electrons,
ions and neutral components produced during each electric pulse were evaluated from discharge
energy absorption (0.02-0.125 J per pulse) and relative plasma components formation rates. For
P=2 torr this gives: n(CI) = n(Cl') = n(Cl; *) = 1013 cm'3; n(CI*) = n(e) = 1010 cm "3; n(Cl:") = 0.

At the first stage mixture relaxation after single pulse was calculated. The process can be
divided into 3 stages: at first electron attachment on Cl2 occurs with predominant formation of Cl*
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chlorine atoms and their number produced during the pulse. The dynamics of chlorine atoms
relaxation is shown in Fig. 2.

At the final stage the dependence of atomic chlorine concentration balance on ga? pressure
has been numerically investigated. The results are given in Fig. 3. From it one can see the sharp
rise of relative chlorine concentration when the total gas pressure decreases. The reason of it is
the prevalence of three-particles destruction mechanism above two-particles one. The absolute Cl
concentration changes slightly and is approximately 2.4* 10l5 cm"3.

So, for formation and following investigation of atomic chlorine in such discharge the
optimal pressure is about 1 torr. Then it decreases the energy input into discharge tube becomes
more difficult; when the pressure increases the volume recombination goes more effectively and
relative Cl concentration drops.
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Studies with a laboratory and small scale equipment based on electric discharge working
at atmospheric pressure (in combination with ultrasound aerosolisation of water or water solutions)
have been directed to the practical elimination of various compounds from exhaust gases of
various sources. The process is designed and managed so that degradation products will contain a
minimum concentration of greenhouse gases (as CO2, N2O) and that additional gas, liquid and
solid products are non-toxic. The management of process in equipment is closely connected with
energy consumption, material of electrodes and type of additives.

The anomal corona discharge which arises at higher currents after regular dc corona pre-
discharge plays an important role in liquidation process. The typical changes connected with
anomal corona discharge are spontaneously pulsing ,,brush-like" streamer type of discharge with
migrating discharge channels and current pulses frequency in kHz accompanied by an intensive
sound, fall of voltage and rise of current. The discharge needs serial connected resistance to
discharge tube and disposes by lower level of consummated energy (about 8 Wh/Nm3) compare to
glidarc, so only particular destruction of studied compound occurs. The destruction process is
followed by further polymerisation of originated radical near or on the LV electrode.

The small scale equipment (15 Nm3/hour) on by-pass of exhaust pipes from various static
exhaust sources was tested. The tested equipment consists of two corona discharge blocks (each
contains 12 coaxial corona discharge tubes) with geometry which enables the gas flow rate about
2-5 m/s. The gas flow is directed firstly downwards and then upwards (in U shape). The ultrasonic
aerosolator was used for spray of add water or water solution for neutralisation on the inlet of
discharge system. The size of sprayed droplets was 0.5-10 ujn and applied total amount of liquid
between 0,5-2 I/hour. The advanced method of HV electrode cleaning from solid products
originated during discharge action was developed and tested. Cross-section of small scale
equipment is in Fig. 1.

Since following compounds have been investigated up to now (gas oxides such as NOX,
CO, CO,, SO2, hydrocarbons such as PAH, VOC, chlorinated hydrocarbons and SiF4 NH3 heavy
metal oxides (Pb, As), soot, smoke, particles) our attention is now especially directed toward their
control.

The qualitative analyses of products were performed using ER. analysis (gaseous products)
and isokinetic sampling (solid particles) by authorised measuring group. Solid and liquid products
from the system were analysed additionally using IR spectrometry with the help of ATR method,
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KBr pellet technology and reflection spectra from surface of electrode. For in situ measurements
and time development of originated products the special gas cell - discharge tube was developed.

Important part of the research program is the analysis of products, especially in solid and
liquid phase. Important efficiency and products were gained especially during measurements on
exhaust from glass oven containing NOX> SiF4 and heavy metal oxides. The removal efficiencies
were 71% for NOX, 74% for SiF4 converted to HF, 68% for all Cl containing compounds
converted to HCl, 99,2% for Pb, 95,5% for As. The solid products contain fluorosilicates CaSiF6,
silane SiH*, CaF2, NO2F and NOF.

Important products were gained also during solvent vapour (VOC) removal, where solid
polymer powder in water and other solvents insoluble was produced.

Action of discharge on combustion exhaust in the presence of additional water result
main final liquid product ethanol. Detected minority products were: methanol, acids as acetic,
malic, tartaric, malonic, carbonic and their esters, aminoacid alanine, nitrogen containing
compounds as urea, cyanic, isocyanic, carbamic, cyanuric, isocyanuric, iminocarbonic and
barbituric acids. Solid surface products on electrodes were especially polyesteroimides. The
process is accompanied by sharp decrease of COi.

1 water and waste canalization and sedimentation system

waier system

Fig.1
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HIGH FREQUENCY - HIGH VOLTAGE CORONA DISCHARGE

Vujo I. Miljevic
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P.O.Box 522, 11000 Belgrade, Yugoslavia

INTRODUCTION

Corona discharge is formed around small radius electrodes in, for

example, point to plane, a wire and a point, paralel wires, a wire

in a cylinder, coaxial cylinder geometries and transmitting lines.

Corona discharge has long been studied and is relatively wel-kno-

wn /1/. The application of corona iz also well-known, for example,

in electrostatic filters, and in ozonizators used for ozone pro-

duction. In recent years corona is used in simultaneous removal of

SO,, and NO from flue gases 12/. In the mentioned corona discharges

direct-current(DC), alternating-current (AC) and superposed DC and

AC high voltage power supplies are usuallu used.

In this paper results of a new type corona discharge are shown where

specilly constructed "3rush-Shaped" electrodes are used - Corona

Brush Discharge (CBD). Tesla Coil (TC) is used as a power supply /3/

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig 1. It consists

of electrodes (BE) connected to Tesla Coil (TC). There is a great

number of pins on the electrodes - "Brush-shaped" Electrodes (BE).

Distance between the elctrodes is 15 cm and the inner radius of the

electrodes (where the pins are located) is 8 cm. Rings on the elec-

trodes are used for electrostatic protection because they prevent

breakdown from the edge of the electrodes.

When Tesla Coil is energized, corona discharge is established and it

completely occupies the space between the electrodes - Corona Brush

Discharge (CBD). It can be seen that uniform bluish light is emitted

between the electrodes which reminds on a negative glow discharge.

Only the corona on the Drush-shape-d electrodes, have appearance of

uniform bluish-white sheath over the entire surface of the brush-ele-

crtodes. Schematic view of the CBD iz presented in Fig.2.

CBD is accompanied by a strong smell of ozone and a smell of an
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unknown origin. Therefore, above the discharge gap, at a distance

about 10 cm downstream of air, there is a moistened pH indicator

strip. After ashort period of time, because pH indicator quickly

gets dry, we obtain pH^5. Ozone and probably oxides of nitrogen

and, in presence of moisture from air, nitric acid are formed in CBD,

The CBD is different from the common AC corona between, for example,

two wires, a point and a plane,... The CBD characteristics, at a

=tmospheric pressure, are more similar to some characteristics of

= negative glow, but in the whole space between electrodes.

rONCLUSION

Torona brush discharge enables high-efficiency c: excitation, ioni-

zatior. and dissociation of the operating gas in Isge volume. It may

:e used, for example, plasma chemistry and in tY.~ flue gas cleaning

from SCv and NO .

Further work is in progress.
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Berkeley and Los Angeles (1965)-

2/ Z. Dinnely, Civitano and M. Rea, IEEE - Industry applications

Society Anual Meeting, Pitsburg (1988).

3/' V. I. Miljevic, 12th ESCAMPIG, Noordwijkerhout (1994) p.236.
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Institute of Physics & Technology of Radiation Devices

P.O. Box MG-06 Magurele, Bucharest, Romania
C.Biloiu

Faculty of Physics, Bucharest University

Introduction

The relaxation discharges[l], here considered, comprise a capacity mounted in parallel with a
discharge tube that, charged trough a resistance by a potential furnished by a source discharges
very rapidly once the discharge avalanche is started. The local potential applied on both capacity
and discharge decreases rapidly until plasma extinguishes and the process repeats. The rapid
changing high currents can generate complete different rates of radical generation in plasma that
can improve the efficiency of plasma processing.

We generated relaxation discharges in different gases using both dc and ac (50 Hz)
supplying sources. We followed spectroscopically the plasma behavior in dc discharges, ac
discharges and combinations of these discharges with the relaxation ones in CC12F2 and CF4

gases, mostly used in plasma etching technologies, at pressures of around 10"1 torr.

Experiment, results and discussions

Before presenting some of our results, we would like to make some general considerations
concerning the cathode phenomena. We will restrict our considerations to the following
approximations:

- the electrons are generated only by y processes,
- due to the high electric field value Eo, the ionic and electronic currents jeo and jpo have

only drift components,
- the fluid approximation equations are applicable,
- the ionization coefficient a (E) works at the cathode also,
- the ion and electron mobility are constant,

^ i V n ^ O (1)

This equation considers the electric field as being linear near the cathode [2]. As we know,
p.c» Up and finally we find out:

E0
2 a (Eo) = ^ H ? ) (2) ^ = -a(E0)Eoy (3)

The eq. (2) shows that EQ increases with total current density I increase, and from eq. (3)
one can see that Eo increase leads to an increased absolute value of dE(/dx. So, when discharge
current increases, the electric field near cathode increases together with the ionic density n^ , and
this allows to a more energetic action of the discharge over the cathode surface (where the probes
are mounted).

When using the relaxation discharges, high picks of current are expected, together with
higher degree interaction between plasma and probe carrying electrode.

Also, in the gap, the electron distribution function is expected to be very far from
equilibrium and for certain conditions it can produce with a greater efficiency the necessary
active radicals in the technological gases.
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We recorded some spectra of dc and relaxation discharge pulses in CC12F2 at pressures of
10*1 torr and correlated them with the etching rates of aluminum in the two cases. In Fig.l and
Fig.2 we present the recorded spectra for dc and relaxation pulses discharges respectively.
Measuring the etching rate of aluminum we found out that the etching rate of relaxation pulses
was by a factor of 30 greater than that of dc discharge. The explanation can be seen by comparing
the two spectra, the high radical emission intensities appearing in case of relaxation discharge. In
Fig.3 we present the emission spectrum (F-669 nm line) recorded in ac discharge in CF4 at 10*'
torr pressure, while in Fig.4 the one obtained maintaining the same discharge conditions,
excepting of a 2 JIF parallel capacity. This capacity generates relaxation pulses given in Fig.5.
The high intensity increasing of F-669 nm emission line in presence of the capacity can be readily
appreciated.

Conclusions

Both visually and on the spectra, one can see a greater concentration of the active radicals present
in the relaxation discharge. The corresponding etch rates increased by at least one order of
magnitude in these cases. Further works on these discharges are necessary in order to improve
their performance in surface processing.

We think these pulse discharges as being very promising for plasma etching, plasma
anodisation, plasma assisted CVD, technological processes. The 50 Hz, AC discharges were used
for plasma CVD in [3] and [4], but without relaxation pulses.
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DIELECTRIC BARRIER DISCHARGE DRIVEN BY HIGH VOLTAGE
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Introduction.

Dielectric-barrier discharge is very perspective for new type of UV radiation source and a
plasma-chemical reactor investigations [1]. The power supply to this discharge in the form of
nanosecond voltage pulses seems to be perspective for generation of a spatially uniform plasma
with high average input power. Here the results of experiments on charcteristics of dielectric-
barrier discharge operated by high voltage nanosecond generator are represented.

Experimental fasilities.

In this work a discharge cell of coaxial geometry has been used (fig. 1). The discharge was
initiated in the 1 cm gap between two coaxial quartz tubes of 1 m length with sealed ends. The
diameter of the tubes was 9 cm and 6 cm respectively, wall thickness of quartz cylinders - 0.4 cm

and the discharge volume was about 2000 cm-*.The diameter of the central (high voltage) and
external electrodes were 3 cm and 15 cm respectively. Space between electrodes was filled with
either distilled water or drinking water from municipal water supply.

water i /— discharge

Fig.l Experimental set-up layout
Supplying voltage with nanosecond rise time was applied to the central electrode through

capacity C2 using alternate commutation of spark switches SI and S2 with up to 1.2 kHz
repetitive frequency. Capacity Cl was charged to voltage of 20-30 kV from the DC power supply.
The duration of rising edge of an impulse after commutation either SI or S2 was 30 ns.

Results and disscusion.

The experiments on barrier-discharge have been fulfilled with air, nitrogen and helium
gases. In air the discharge was ignited under the pressure range of 1-400 Torr, at higher pressures
the breakdown of the discharge gap didn't take place. In helium breakdown and ignition of silent
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discharge were observed at pressures up to 750 Torr.
With helium and nitrogen the visible radiation

from the discharge gap was spatially uniform and
microdischarges were observed only at pressures higher
than 200-300 Torr, but spatially uniform radiation still
present. The discharge in air had nonuniform distribution
of radiation over discharge volume and clear
microdischarges structure.

Using a distilled water in the discharge chamber
led to higher breakdown voltages than in the case of
drinking water. It may be due to energy leakage through
drinking water.

The input current into the discharge device was
registered by current shunt (CS), while the voltage of
central electrode - by capacitive divider (CD). Time
resolution of the shunt and divider was better than 5 ns
and checked by applying nanosecond pulses from the
calibration generator to the central electrode. During
calibration procedure internal and external electrodes
were connected with 50 Ohm load. The time constant of

Fig. 2 Voltage U and current I
oscillograms of nanosecond barrier
discharge.
capacitor divider was 500 ns. Signals from the current shunt and capacitive divider were registered
by oscilloscope (250 MHz band).

Using synchronized oscillograms of current and voltage (fig. 2) the energy input into the
discharge device per one impulse Wl was calculated. It has been found Wl to be slightly
dependent on gas type and its pressure as well as on repetitive frequency of voltage pulses. The
value of Wl depended only on applied voltage pulse amplitude and typically ranged from 300 to
500 mJ. The average input power into discharge chamber varied from 280 to 600 W with
increasing the repetitive frequency from 0.6 to 1.2 kHz.

The energy of voltage pulse could be absorbed both in the discharge gap and in the
dielectric (water) due to electricity leakage. To estimate the last value the measurements of energy
input into the discharge chamber without breakdown of the gap (at air pressure higher than 700
Torr and filling with drinking water) have been performed. It has been found the value of Wl in
this case was not more than 50 mJ per pulse, i.e. energy loses due to electricity leakage through
the water are 10-16 % of the total energy input into the discharge.

To estimate the quantity of impurities in the discharge volume the relative spectral
distribution of plasma radiation over range of 200-500 nm were measured for all three gases. It
has been found the spectral line intensities of residual gases in the obtained spectra to be negligible

Thus, in our experiments on silent discharge operated by high voltage nanosecond pulses in
large discharge tube (V = 2000 cm3) the input specific power up to 300 (mW/cm*) has been
achieved. The discharge is uniform within a wide pressure range and the gas volume isn't
contaminated with erosion products of discharge tube material. The obtained results allow us to
consider dielectric-barrier discharge in this configuration to be very promising for further
investigations with various gas mixtures.
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Introduction.
The investigation of the influense of dielectric barrier discharge on chemical composition of

atmospheric air with methan admixtures is very important ecologic problem. This disgharge was
choosen because of it's stability in atmosphere conditions, low of it's energy costs for it's support,
besides it doesn't cause damages of electrodes [1], [2]. This disgharge properties and obtained
results allows one to discuss about possibility to put given method into practice.

Experiment.
The experimental device was constructed on the basis of flowing conductive calorimeter.

The dielectric barrier disgharge (f=3.5 kHz, P=0.2-6.5 Wt/kub.sm) was created within the
calorimeter volume, and 3% mixture of methan with air was passed through it. It is not possible to
burn down such mixture by usual way, because it is out of bound of inflaming range.

The degree of methan oxidation at temperatures from 200 C to 600 C in dependence on
specific disgharge pover was determined from heating of calorimeter. Figure 1 illustrates typical
dependence.

90
80
70
60
50
40 |
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 P, Wt/kub.sm

Fig. 1. The dependence of methan oxidation degree on specific discharge power at 300 C.
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The time of mixture being in disgharge region was 1,6 second approximately. By this
nearly 80% methan was oxidated at low temperature and specific power.

It allows one to expect an effective application of this method for cleaning of the smoke
pollution from hydrocarbons.
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Abstract

We have shown the applicability of proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry PTR-

MS for on line trace gas analysis in the ppb regime in extensive investigations of

human breath [1]. In the present paper we report an extension of the PTR-MS

technique used here for analysis of volatile organic compounds in urban air sampled

near a road traffic intersection and in indoor air of newly and old furnished homes.

Air samples were taken by filling a preevacuated glass bulb (ca. 6 1) which was

directly connected to the PTR-MS system, and the air was then analyzed without

further handling. The PTR-MS technique most simply involves the protonation of

sample species by proton transfer from H3O
+ in a weak drift field, followed by mass

analysis of the resulting positive ions. The proton affinity of H2O is 7.2 eV, a value

which is greater than the proton affinities of the dominant atmospheric components of

clean air but less than those of many likely pollutants. Thus proton transfer from H3O
+

to many atmospheric pollutant species is exothermic and occurs rapidly, while proton

transfer to the principal components of clean air is endothermic and does not occur.

When attempting to measure trace components at the ppb level, we observed as

expected that the ion count rates were frequently too low to allow use of isotopic

abundance to distinguish isomeric components of the samples. We have therefore

developed a collision induced dissociation (CID) technique for identification of species

of the same mass. This technique involves imposing an electric field at the downstream

end of the drift tube. In this electric field the ions are strongly accelerated and may

suffer energetic collisions with the air buffer gas, causing dissociation of the

protonated species and generation of characteristic daughter ions. An example of the

results of this CID technique is shown for protonated ethylbenzene (107 amu) in fig. 1.

[1] A. Jordan, A. Hansel, R. Holzinger, W. Lindinger, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion
Proc. 148 (1995) LI
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Fig. 1: Breakup pattern of
protonated ethylbenzene 107 amu

In contrast a similar plot for protonated

xylene (107 amu) shows that the intensity

does not begin to diminish significantly

until a breakup voltage of 30 Volts or

greater is applied. Thus we determined

that no significant amount of

ethylbenzene was present in the air at this

particular traffic intersection, and the

signal observed at mass 107 amu had to

be attributed to protonated xylene.

Fig.2 shows the typical daily variation of concentrations of various aromatic

compounds in the air at a traffic crossing situated at the west entrance of Innsbruck.

Assuming that these compounds are emitted directly from the exhausts of cars and

lorries, i.e., that none of them is created by photochemical reactions, the densities of

these compounds are proportional to the density of the traffic. Fig. 2 shows a broad

maximum in the morning from 7:30 to 9:00, a sharp maximum at lunch time and a

pronounced peak at about 17:30. Additional compounds have also been investigated

but are not shown in the figure.

Indoor air showed significantly higher concentrations of methanol, propanol,

acetone and toluene in newly furnished homes as compared to old furnished rooms.

120 „.
Benzene
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Xylcne
Propylbenzcne
Trimethylbenzene
Butylbenzene

06:30 07:30 08:30 09:30 10:30 11:30 12:30 13:30 14:30 15:30 16:30 17:30 18:30 19:30
time

Fig.2 Concentrations of aromatic compounds during a day
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SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CORONAS IN
AIR, N2 AND N2 - 02 MIXTURES

J.D. Skalnv. E. Brezna, V. Frano

Department of Plasma Physics, Comenius University,
Mlynska dolina F2, Bratislava, Slovakia

Introduction

The vibrational temperature of N2 molecules excites by corona discharges was determined
from analysis of measured emission spectra.

The time-integrated spectra from positive streamer corona and negative corona in a point-to-
plane configuration, generated under DC voltage in the air, N2 and N2-O2 mixtures were
investigated in the 200-500 nm wavelenght range within the gas pressure interval from
20-35 kPa. As the representative band of corona emission the second positive system of N2

molecules was chosen. From the radiation emitted by the second positive system the vibrational
temperature as a function of the gas pressure and of the O2 admixture has been studied.

Experiment and Results

The experimental arrangement and the measuring method are described in details in [1].
For the present measurements the stainless steel point electrode and brass plane electrode was

used; the electrode distance was 10 mm.
The investigated discharge was burning in the streamer-regime, what was demonstrated by a

concentrated glowing channel beginning at the HV point electrode and ending aproximately in
the middle of the electrode gap.

The spectra were recorded from the positive and negative corona discharges burning in the air,
N2 and N2-0 2 mixtures in the pressure range 20-35 kPa with discharge current 2 mA.
The influence of O2 admixture on vibrational temperature can be seen in Figs. 1-3.
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Conclusion

The values of vibrational temperature in streamer corona discharge evaluated from the dv = -2
sequence of the second positive system of N2 in the interval 800-1300 K agree with values
mentioned in [2], [3]. The dispersion of the points in Figs.1-3 occurs due to the non-LTE
character of the discharge.
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Deexcitation Processes of N2(AJS!i) by contamination Gases
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Introduction

The loss processes of metastable nitrogen molecules N z (A J 2 . ) arc investigated by our theoryf]][2]. The
diffusion coefficient, the reflection coefficient at the electrode, and the quenching rale coefficient are
determined experimentally in Townsend discharges.

In this paper, we report the quenching rale coefficients of N z (A 3 S ) by NO, CC1: F : , and
CH 2 FCF 3 . These basic data will be useful for the simulation of the decomposition processes of harmful
gas in atmospheric pressure.

Experimental apparatus and method

The experimental apparatus and method are similar lo the one reported in a previous paper[3]. A pair of
goid-plalcd plane parallel electrodes were mounted on the chamber, and a stabilized DC high voltage was
applied to the anode. The cathode was irradiated by UV light, and the transient ionizalion current after
turning off the UV light was observed by a fast current amplifier. The effective lifetime was determined
from fiic decreasing current with a time constant due lo the decay of the electrons released by mclasiablcs
striking the surface. The samples were mixed gases of NO, CC1; F :• and CH z FCF 3 in N 2 .

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the effective lifetime of N : (A z~7l) and the partial pressure of
NO for various N 2 /NO mixture gases. The values of the effective lifetime increase with an increase in
gas pressure in low pressure region, but they decrease in high pressure region. The value of the collisional
quenching rate coefficient is determined from the effective lifetime of N 2 (A 322) in N 2 /NO mixture
gases.

Similarly, the values of !hc collisional quenching rale coefficients of N 2 (A 3 S ) by CCi: F r and
CH J FCF 3 arc determined from the characteristics of the effective lifetimes as shown in figures 2 and 3.
The obtained values are shown in Table I . The collisional quenching rale coefficient k of
N 2 (A 322) by NO obtained by us agrees roughly with the reported values[4] ~ [6]. The values of k
of N 2 (A 3 Zl) by CCI 2 F 2 and CH : FCF J arc reported for the first lime.

Conclusion

The de-excitation processes of N 2 (A J22) in N 1 /NO, N 2 /CCI : F : and N : /CH 2 FCF J mixture
gases arc reported. The obtained results of the collisional quenching rale coefficient of N 2 (A J22) by
NO, CCI : F .- and CH .- FCF 3 were 4.75 x 10 " " , 8.32 x 10 " ' 3 and 2.96 x 10 " ' 5 cm 3 s ' ' ,
respectively.
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Table I Obtained quenching rale cocfficienls k
in N : /NO, N 2 /CCI.- F 2 and N : /CH J FCF . mixture gases.

k
(cm3s- ')

NO

4.75
x- !0 -"

CCIrFa

8.32
x ! 0 iZ

CHsFCF,

2.96
x 10" t s
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HIGH PRESSURE He, He/F2, He/Ar, He/Kr DISCHARGE PLASMAS.

A.A.Treshchalov. A.S. Chizhik and A.A. Vill

Institute of Physics, Riia 142, EE 2400 Tartu, Estonia (e-mail: atr@fi.tartu.ee)

An increasing demand for VUV light sources in several important technical applications
(photolytic-chemical vapor deposition, high-resolution lithography, photoionization) stimulates
much of the current interest for pulsed high pressure discharges in noble-gas mixtures. Short
radiative lifetimes of excimer molecules need for high-excitation power density, while high pressure
is necessary so that the excimer formation via a three-body plasmo-chemical reaction is faster than
the upper level population decay. F2 laser (fluorine molecular transition D 3n2g -» A ^U^ at 157.6
nm) is nowadays the most powerful commercially available source of coherent VUV radiation.
Other very promising alternatives are noble-gas excimer lamps. Broad-band continuum emission of
Xe2* (172 nm), Kr2* (145 nm), Ar2* (126 nm) is caused by bound-free A, a U I / -> X %'
transitions in noble-gas excimers. These excimers have also perspective as high-power VUV lasing
media. A serious problem for the long-term operation of VUV lasers and lamps is contaminants
created in a gas mixture due to discharge-induced chemical reactions with participation of trace
impurities. Accumulated contaminants not only absorb VUV radiation but change significantly the
excitation energy-flow kinetics in a discharge plasma. Development of new generation of "sealed-
off' high pressure gas lasers and excimer lamps with quantitative improvement of gas lifetime
stimulates spectroscopic investigations of trace contaminants in discharge plasmas.

In this work we report temporal and spectral (115-860 nm) spontaneous emission
(absorption) data for the afterglow of the discharge-excited high pressure (up to 10 bar) gas
mixtures (He, He/F2, He/Ar, He/Kr) under the high deposition power density (~ 20 MW/cmJ).
Impurity molecules are excited and transformed in the discharge into a number of transient
chemically active radicals and new stable compounds. The aim of the work is on-line diagnostics of
contaminants and investigation of key plasmo-chemical reactions for their creation.

The object of the investigation is the discharge plasma in commercially available miniature
excimer laser PSX-100 (MPB Technologies Inc.). This laser, operated with gas mixture of 6 bar of
He and 5 mbar of F2, gives pulse energy of about 1 mJ at 157.6 nm with repetition rate up to 100
Hz and gas lifetime of 106 pulses. If the laser is operated in the regime of noble-gas excimer lamp it
gives strong spontaneous VUV radiation.

For the discharge in He/F2 gas mixture along with the well-known transition at 157 nm two
new molecular fluorine spontaneous emission bands at 255 and 280 nm are observed. The band at
157 nm originates from the ionically bounded molecular fluorine D 3n2g state populated in a fast
three-body ion-ion recombination reaction: F + + F" + He —> F2* (D 3 n 2 g ) + He. Emission bands at
255 and 280 nm are caused by transitions from covalent bounded fluorine molecular state
populated in a neutral energy exchange reaction F* + F2 —> F2* + F. We propose that reservoir of
F* atoms with the energy of about 13.0 eV filled after the discharge excitation serves as a precursor
for creation of covalent bounded excited fluorine molecules. In the aged He/F2 gas mixture with
accumulation of easily ionizable contaminants, ionization of fluorine and, as a consequence, F2*
emission band at 157 nm are depressed strongly. However, atomic fluorine lasers red lines and
emission bands at 255 and 280 nm,which need only excited but not ionized fluorine atoms, are not
so sensitive as 157 nm band to the presence of contaminants.

For discharge plasmas in noble-gas mixtures the following impurity radicals (CN', CH*, C;*,
OH*), atoms (0*, C\ Si*, N*, H*), molecules (CO*, N2*) and molecular ions (CO**, N2*') are
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identified from time-resolved spontaneous emission spectra. Strong CO* (A "PI <- X *!*)
absorption lines are observed in the aged emission spectra of Kr2\ Ar2* excimer lamps.
Accumulation and self-transformation kinetics for these gas contaminants are measured with a
number of discharge pulses. Excited radicals and carbon atoms show rather long (~lu.s) emission
decay kinetics which reflect plasmo-chemical reactions between stable impurity molecules and
such high-energetic neutral species like He/ , Ar*2 and Kr*2 molecular excimers in long-lived
triplet electronic states. The energy of excimers is enough for dissociation and electronic excitation
of molecular and atomic fragments.

Under the static conditions (without laser running) N2 and O2 molecules are detected as the
main impurities that are slowly accumulated inside the laser chamber after the fresh gas mixture
filling. The accumulation rate is about 0.1 mbar/day for both impurities. This rate of continuous
outgassing is nearly the same for specially purified noble-gases or He/F2 gas mixtures in static
conditions but it depends on the quality of the laser chamber passivation.

O2 contaminants accumulate much faster with F2 laser running (the rate is about 0.1 mbar
per 5 105 pulses) than under the static conditions. Laser running with the discharge in pure noble
gases does not lead to considerable increase of accumulation rate for O2 impurities comparing with
the static conditions. It seems that intense fluoridation (passivation) process converts the metal
oxide film inside the laser chamber to the stable metal fluorine film and removes oxygen from the
metal surface to the gas mixture. Absorption at the lasing wavelength 157.6 nm, caused by
B "'lu' <— X*Tt dissociation continuum of oxygen molecules, is the main reason of the degradation
of F2 laser output energy (0.1 mbar of O2 in our laser gas mixture gives about 40% of intracavity
absorption).

For the aged fluorine-containing gas mixtures additionally to O2 absorption the strong
absorption structureless band is detected in the range of 115-135 nm with the maximum at 125 nm.
We propose that HF molecules are created in burning reactions of trace hydrocarbon organic
molecules or water in the atmosphere of fluorine. These very effective reactions need atomic
fluorine atoms and are easily initiated by the discharge. Indeed, HF molecule has intense
A ' n <r-X ' I* dissociation photoabsorption band at 120 nm. HF contaminants actively react with
metais. Hydrogen created in this reaction immediately transform in the discharge to new HF
molecules.. Fluorine atoms strongly bounded with hydrogen in HF molecules (dissociation energy
of HF is 5.8 eV) can not participate any more in the creation of F ' ions in the discharge (the
electron attachment energy for the fluorine atom is 3.4 eV) in comparing with easy creation of F "
ions from F2 molecule( F2 dissociation energy is 1.38 eV). As F " ions are the main precursors for
creation of excimers in ion-ion recombination reactions the negative influence of HF contaminants
is obvious for F2 and ArF, KrF, XeF lasers.

The following explanation for the production and accumulation in the aged noble-gas
mixtures of carbon-containing contaminants is proposed [I]. Carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and carbon
monoxide impurities, which always present in metals, are intensively desorbed as primary
contaminants from the nickel main discharge and aluminum preionization electrodes during the
sputtering of the metal from cathode (anode) hot spots created under the very high discharge
current density (~2 kA/cm2). So the purity of electrodes' material is a very important parameter for
the long lifetime of discharge lasers' gas mixtures. Secondary contaminants such as CN, C2, CH,
OH, radicals are created in plasmo-chemical reactions between C*, CO* and other trace impurities
(N2, O2. H2) with high-energetic noble-gas molecular excimers. These reactions are possibly
strongly catalically activated on the surface of pure metal particles sputtered from electrodes . The
electrode sputtering grows dramatically in the discharge of fluorine-containing gas mixtures.

1. A.A.Treshchalov, A.S. Chizhik and A.A. Vill, J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 11 (September 1996).
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ON THE INVESTIGATION POSSIBILITY OF CADMIUM SPECTRA
EMITTED FROM FERROELECTRIC PLASMA SOURCES

J. Kusz and D. Mazur

Institute of Physics, Opole University, Oleska 48, 45-052 Opole, Poland

Introduction

There is a great demand for accurate determination of the atomic constants (e.g. transition
probabilities for spectral lines) of cadmium motivated among others by needs in the investiga-
tions of the structure of electron shell and the interactions between electrons of cadmium.
The fundamental requirement for exact determination of the transition probabilities from the
measurements of the intensity of corresponding spectral lines is the generation of a stable,
homogeneous plasma emitting the line to be investigated. The use of the best plasma generators
for this purpose - i.e. the wall stabilised cascade arcs is practically limited to volatile chemical
compounds containing the studied element. Sources which meet the conditions demanding to
determination of the transition probabilities mentioned above are ferroelectric plasma sources
[1]. The ease of introduction of substances, no matter in what phase, into the ferroelectric
plasma source and the broad range of its working parameters makes the source very useful for
excitation of atoms and molecules of substances investigated by optical spectroscopy. The
ferroelectric plasma source has been found to be especially useful for exciting the atoms and ions
of rare earth elements. Using the ferroelectric plasma sources for excitation the elements we have
determined the transition probabilities for 33 LaH, 23 Smll, 69 Prll, 133 Dyl and 228 Dyll lines
[2 -7]. Therefore we have decided to proof the ability of these sources for cadmium excitation.

Experimental and results

The used experimental set-up as well as the applied measurements methods are described in
details in papers [1, 4, 7]. The main part of the ferroelectric plasma source is the system
generating plasma at the surface of ferroelectrics which can be considered as a transformer of the
electrical, thermal or mechanical energy into energy of the plasma. Sufficiently fast changes of
the domain structure of ferroelectric material cause the electrical discharges and the formation of
a thin plasma layer at its surface. The most convenient way for changing the ferroelectric domain
structure at high frequency is its cyclic repolarisation in the external alternating electric field. The
cross-section of the system used to produce plasma containing cadmium is represented in Fig. 1.

mica

mica

Fig. 1. The ferroelectric plasma source.

The plasma was generated in argon under atmospheric pressure between two plates; one of
barium titanate ceramic, the other of cadmium. Both plates measured 30 mm in the diameter and
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2 mm in the thickness. The ferroelectric plate was covered with a thin silver electrode on one of
the sides of the plate. Mica spacers with a thickness of 0.2 mm were used to assure a uniform
width of the gas gap between the ferroelectric plate and cadmium electrode. The plasma
generating system was placed in a chamber. Argon was flowing through the chamber at a
constant rate of 1 1/min. Schematic diagram of the measuring system is represented in Fig. 2.

/
/

•7/

3

8

1
9

....; 4

— 10

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up:
1 - photomultiplier, 2 - spectrograph, 3 - plasma generator, 4 - standard source,
5 - feeder, 6 - chart recorder, 7 - lens, 8 - transformer, 9 - acoustic generator,
10-amplifier.

The electrodes of the system were supplied with alternating (sinusoidal) voltage of the frequency
of 10 kHz and amplitude of 450 V. The gas gap was projected by a quartz lens with a focal
length of 130 mm onto the entrance slit of a Zeiss grating spectrograph (PGS 2). The linear
dispersion was in the order of about 1.5 mm/nm. The image of the gas gap was broader than the
entrance slit of spectrograph, thus permitting the light emitted from the middle, homogeneous
plasma layer to be analysed. The spectra were registered by using an optical multi-channel
analyser 0MA4 and a PC-386 computer. The reference radiation spectrum of the anode crater of
a low-current carbon arc (according to Euler [8]) was registered under the same conditions in
order to enable the absolute intensity of lines to be determined.
More than two hundred Cdl and Cdll lines were registered in the spectral range 195 nm -
1200 nm. The Arl and Aril as well as the Ha and Hp lines, and N2 as well as N2+ bands (trace
impurities of hydrogen and nitrogen in argon used) were also present in the radiation spectra of
plasma and could be used for determination of the temperature and electron concentration in the
plasma. The value of the electron concentration, estimated from the measurement of the half-
width of the Arl 430.01 nm and the half-widths of the Ha and Hp lines was about 5 x 1015 cm"3.
The temperature determined from Boltzmann plot was about 8000 K. The results will be used
further to determine the transition probabilities for Cdl and Cdll lines for which the
classifications are known from the literature.
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Introduction

Laser absorption by plasma species is one of the most useful method for monitoring a given atom
in a known energy state, in order to evidentiate its contribution to the processes taking place at
atomic and molecular scale [1]. In this paper we present the detection of oxygen atoms using c.w..
diode laser with X=777.407 nra, corresponding to 5S2°-5P3 oxygen transition, even for oxygen
concentration in neon as low as 0.002%.

Experiment

The barrier discharge device (Figure 1) has a linear geometry with the electrode width of 0.4 mm
and a length of 45 mm, both electrodes obtained using thin metal film deposited on glass plates
being covered with a dielectric layer of 18-20 urn thickness. The interelectrodic space is 1 mm.

Thin film electrodes

-Glass

Filling gas

Glass

lectrodes Dielectricl

Figure I: Schematic view of the discharge device
tight seal

Experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 2.The diode laser LT027MDO - Sharp, wavelength
range 770 nm - 790 ran, 10 mW maximum output optical power, is power supplied and
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Figure 2: Experimental arrangement
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temperature stabilized with a Melles Griot Diode Laser Driver 06DLD203.The a.c. discharge is
supplied with a variable amplitude square-wave voltage working at a frequency ranging from
1kHz to 10 kHz. The main filling gas was neon. Oxygen has been introduced as impurity with
concentration between 0.001% and 0.2%. The used gas pressures were changed in steps of 15
Torr between 20 Torr and 150 Torr.

Experimental results and discussions

In ax. barrier discharge, due to inelastic collisions with energetic electrons, part of the oxygen
molecules are dissociated and oxygen atoms are excited on various levels. For absorption
measurements we chose the transition 5S2°-5P3 where the level 5S2° corresponds to a metastable
state with a high f-value (f=0.431). The signal to noise ratio at different neon pressures for 0.05%
oxygen concentration was about 102. From absorption measurements we evaluated the absolute
value of the density of oxygen atoms in the metastable state 5S2° : for 40 Torr filling neon gas
pressure with 0.05% oxygen this density is 3*10* cm" t which means that 4.10"3 % from oxygen
molecules are atomic oxygen in metastable state S2 . Also, from the dependence of the
absorption linewidth of oxygen transition on neon buffer gas pressure, we evaluated, in
accordance with classical theory of line broadening [2], the effective cross section for Lorent2

Sine broadening <T£=4.6><10*15 cm2 in agreement with published data.
Because the density of oxygen atoms in metastable state is closely related with the density of
molecular oxygen, a calibration curve can be obtained representing the laser absorption signal
dependence on the oxygen content in neon, as it is shown in Figure 3. This dependence proves the
possibility to use the present described results to monitor the oxygen concentration in a plasma
discharge.

!>" 100:
3

neon pressure 36 torr
ac plasma frequency 2.7 kHz
square wave voltage supply 500 Vpp

c
o

S- 10 J

10 100 1000

Oxygen concentration [ppm]

Figure 3: Calibration curve

Conclusions

The laser absorption spectroscopy based on the plasma modulation by its own supply voltage,
applied to sustain a narrow gap a.c. barrier discharge is a new method which can be used both to
monitor plasma elementary processes and to detect low level impurities in gas mixtures. The
dielectric layers covering electrodes ensure the use of this method in the case of reactive gases.
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Introduction

The substance of physical similarity principles is contained in parameters which govern the

comparison of different realizations of a model device. Often these parameters are dimensionless.

Because similarity parameters for non-isothermal plasma chemical reactors are unknown to a

great extent, an analysis of relevant equations is given together with some experimental results.

Modelling of the reactor

Using the so-called backmixing model, the balance equation for particles of kind i is [1]:

T0 : residence time of particles in the active reactor zone;

x, = n; / n : relative particle concentration; n = £ nj = const; nij: mass;

XJO : input value; Sj : effective source term, taking into account the combination of the

active and passive zone.

Then the condition of plasma chemical similarity is an agreement of T0 SJ / n for different

reactors. Discussing Sj two interesting situations exist:

I: Si ~ n« n

H: Sj~ P / V

tie: electron concentration in the active zone;

P: invested power; V: volume of the active zone.

For selected plasmas both relations are identical, i.e. ne n ~ P / V and the plasma chemical

similarity is expressed by the correspondence of the dimensionless reactor parameter

R = T(P / pV with p : gas pressure, T = const. The parameter R represents the energy invested

per particle during the flow through the active zone in relation to kT and contains the so-called

SPECIFIC ENERGY.



Experimental

Measurements of the ozone synthesis in the positive column plasma show the applicability of the

parameter xe n« ~ T, SJ / n. Fig. 1 gives an example. In this case the proportionality between

n* n and P/V is disturbed by a factor containing rather significant changes of the reduced field

strength E/n:

1 P
n'n~ — (Vi \^~v ^^e:mo^^^ty°felectrons)

But a systematic examination showed, that in discharges controlled by bulk recombination E/n

remains nearly constant in connection to n and the currrent I. Under these conditions an useful

-aapproximation is E/n - ( I n ) , independent of the tube radius and with a small value

a = 0.1 ... 0.3 for different atomic and molecular gases. Then R is a real similarity parameter.

Characteristic examples give evidence for this.
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Fig. 1: Relative concentration of ozone at the reactor output in dependence on rie and T0

(p=8 mb; radius of the tube 2 cm)
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Introduction

For some special purposes the temperature of the neutral gas in the flame of the conventional
burner has to be increased. It is necessary mainly when inflammable ecologically harmful
gases and liquids are incinerated or when the conventional burner is used as a spectral source
in emission or absorption spectral analysis. Temperatures of the neutral gas in the plasma
of the unipolar qradio-frequency discharge excited at the atmospheric pressure in molecular
gases are substantially higher than in the flame of the conventional burners; i.e. the tem-
perature of 3 000 - 3 500 K can be obtained in the channel of the torch discharge [1-3].
Advantages of both the conventional burner and the unipolar radio-frequency (rf) discharge
can be connected in the arrangement in which the unipolar rf discharge is superimposed
through the flame of the conventional burner.

Experiment

The schematic representation of the design of the combined flame-rf plasma reactor is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. In the basic arrangement (Fig. la) n-heptane (0.12 ml.min"1 as a liquid)
and oxygen (240 seem) are supplied from the linear injector to the burner - electrode 3. After
the flame ignition and its condition stabilization the assembly of quartz tube 4 with upper
flange 8 and upper electrode 5 on carrying rod 7 is put on the lower flange 1. Through the
reactor the argon carrier gas flows up (240 ml.min"1). After application of the rf energy a
unipolar discharge plasma is formed above the burner tip, both at normal and slightly in-
creased pressure. This is impossible if the burner flame is not lighted. At such a design of
combined flame-rf plasma reactor the discharge diverts from the vertical axis oi the reactor.
The flame combustion products do not pass through the space of the discharge in the whole
volume. Therefore, the reactor design was modified (Fig. lb). To lower flange an inter
quartz tube 9 (chimney) was fixed gastight with a narrowing reaching its inter diameter
S mm in the distance 25 mm above the excited electrode top. Different types of excited
electrodes were tested (conical shape, stainless steel, titanium, copper). The optimal variant
seems to be that in which a stainless steel capillary (I. D. 0.25, 5 mm long) is pressed into
the top opening in the copper electrode and oxygen is supplied together with argon to the
chimney. The plasma surrounds the whole top of the excited electrode around the burner
opening from which gasified n-heptane flows. The fuel is decomposed totally in the space of
the discharge plasma, which is forced to pass through the chimney and reaches in an axially
symmetrical shape up to the tip of upper titanium electrode 5. The carrier rod of the burner
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Figure 1: Diagram of the combined flame-rf plasma reactor: a - without chim-
ney, b - with chimney, 1,7 - teflon flanges of the reactor, 2.6 - electrode sup-
ported rods, 3 - excited cooper electrode, 4 - quartz tube, length 350 mm (I.D.
33 mm), 5 - titanium upper electrode, 8 - inter quartz tube with narrowing
(chimney)

is electrically conductive!}' connected with the outlet of the matching network of the hf gen-
erator (13.56 MHz, 500 W max.). The amplitude of the rf voltage has to reach (2-3) kV
and the power input at least 100 W. For the determination of the the temperature in differ-
ent parts of the combined burner plasma the methods of emission spectroscopy were used.
The temperatures measured in the conventional burner reach the maximum temperature
1900 K but in the burner with the superimposed rf discharge the neutral gas temperature
substantially increases up to 2600 K but also the plasma volume increases substantially .
Consequently, the resident time of reactants in the reaction zone increases .
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Introduction

Thermal plasmas as plasma obtained by torches are characterized by relatively high particle
densities and they have ionization degree between 10"4 - 10"1 while the temperature has typical
values in the range of 6000 - 25000 K. In the theoretical study of these plasmas the flow and
temperature fields are investigated using macroscopic models. In low pressure plasma jets with
velocities typically of the order of 2000 to 3000 m/s deviation from ionization equilibrium will be
further enhanced. Deviations from chemical and thermal equilibrium must be included in a
realistic anaiysis of low-pressure, high-speed plasma jets [1-3]. The paper presents a calculation of
the stationary plasma parameters in an arc plasma source.

Two-temperature model for low pressure plasma jet

A numerical model, of two-phase medium composed of electrons and heavy particles (ions,
atoms) is developed, it allows to simulate plasma jets in the divergent nozzle of plasma source.
The complete description of this medium is given by the electron temperature, heavy particle
temperature, radial and axial velocity components, pressure and density of electrons in the nozzJe.
To determine these parameters the following equations are simultaneously solved by a finite
difference method:
- continuity and momentum equations

d i \ 1 d ( •> „
—\ru) +——\rrv) =0
cb r &

& r or r r\ r)r or r cr\ cr) r
2

- plasma composition equation

_ ( „ „) + _ (m,v) = - —
cz r dr r fr

electron energy equation
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- heavy particle energy equation
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In these equations u and v denote axial and radial velocities of gas, ue, ve are electron velocities, p
is the plasma mass density, JJ. is the dynamic viscosity, X is heavy particle thermal conductivity, Xe

is electron thermal conductivity, D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, p is the pressure, Ejon is
ionisan'on potential, e electron charge, B is the coefficient of electron energy exchange by elastic
collisions, w, the electron source (only following chemical reaction is taken into account:

Ar+e~ *-> Ar +e~ +e~\ z and r are the axial and radial co-ordinates, ne is the number
densities of electrons, T and Te are the heavy particle and electron temperatures.

The plasma density is calculated by neglecting electron density: p={nl+nH)mn and the plasma

pressure by Dalton's law: p = (nt +nn)kT+n,kTt in which: nt and n^ are the number densities of ions
and neutral atoms, mn is the mass of atom, k is Boltzmann constant

The transport coefficients occurring in the equations, are calculated from the kinetic theory
using a first order approximation.

The following boundary conditions are specified:
* axisymmetric conditions for r = 0,

* wall conditions for r =rc: u{rc,z) =v{rc,z) =0, i\rc,z) =1000K, Te{rc,z) =7300K,
* continuity conditions of the flow between arc and plasma jet

Results

The calculated heavy particle temperature distribution is shown in Fig.1. On the axis, this
temperature decreases from the initial value of 10400 to 5400 K. In the same condition the
electron temperature decreases from the initial value of 10400 to 8600 K. The pressure decreases

0.020 0.030 0.040 0.0SO

Fig.l. Heavy particles temperature distribution (K) Fig.2. Pressure distribution (Torr)

considerably from the entry condition of 260 Ton to 1.6 Torr (Fig.2) at the end of the nozzle.
The radial variation of pressure is smalL An important axial velocity rise is observed from 1200
m/s up to 3900 m/s. The radial velocity varies from 0 (axis and wall) to 175 m/s.
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Introduction

The laboratory Ar-C02 and Ar-O« plasma generators with the
stabilized constant current arc discharge were elaborated. Power
delivered to the arc did not exceed 25 kW. The effect of the CO,
and O2 flow rates and the arc current on the working parameters of
the plasmatron was investigated. It was found that introduction of
the molecular gas into anode channel has caused the gradually
enters in the anode spot zone and considerable increasing (to over
twice) of the interelectrode voltage, consequently.

Experiments and results

The voltaic and energetic characteristics of the DC current arc
plasmatron were investigated. The plasmatron was a main part of the
chemical plasma reactor. The device was equiped with wolfram cone
cathode and the copper anode with channel with changing diameter cf
it. The length of the anode channel was 28 mm. The cathode was
washed with an argon stream introduced into the interelectrode
chamber. The CO2 or O2 was introduced into the anode channel
through orificies placed* in the begining part of the anode. In such
a manner the penetration of the oxidizing gases into the cathode
was prevented. The plasmatron was fed from two Ew 32a welding motor
generators connected in a series. Unloaded voltage of the
plasmatron feeder was 140 V. The arc was initiated by the high
frequency spark in the argon atmosphere. The C0 2 or 0 2 was
introduced into anode after the stabilization of the arc discharge.
The heats fluxes to the electrodes were determined by calorimetric
method. The CO2 or O 2 introduced into the anode are warmed to a
high temperature. Then a partial dissotiation of molecular gases
and ionization take place in the central part of plasma jet. The
meanmass temperatures of Ar-CO2 and Ar-02 were calculated from the
material - energetic balances of the process. The dissociation of
C02 to CO and O 2 as well as O 2 to 0 was taken into account in these
calculations.
Stable operation of the device was obtained in the developed
plasmatron at the arc power of 6 - 25 kW, current intensity of 180
- 440 A and an argon volume stream of 2.5 m3/h without substantial
errosion of the wolfram cathode.
The influence of the C0 2 or 0 2 rate on interelectrode voltage, heat
extracted by water cooled the cathode as well the anode, thermal
efficiency of plasmatrons and the temperature of the Ar-C02 or Ar-
02 mixture flowing out from the anode at the different arc current
intensity.
The Ar-CO2 plasmatron is characterized by the fact that at a stable
current intensity of 280 A a voltage between the electrodes
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increases from 25 to 68 V with the growing volumes of CO 2

introduced into the channel (0.5 - 3.1 m /h) . It is interesting
that in the range of CO, flow rates 0.6 - 1.9 m3/h the di^stic
increase of the interelectrode voltage from 30 to 68 V was
observed. In the same time the increase of the ratio of the heat
extracted by the water cooling the anode to the heat extracted by
the water cooling the cathode (from 4 - 5.5%) was found observed.
This means that CO2 gradually enters in the anode spot zone.
Introduction of the molecular gas into anode spot zone causes
increase of anode drop potential in the anode spot zone and
therefore the voltage between electrodes. Such a phenomenon was
observed in reseaech on Ar-H2 and Ar-N2 plasma generation. The
anodic decrease of the arc voltage in the molecular gases is much
higher than of in monoatomic gases, for example Ar, from the
calculations follows that meanmass temperature of plasma jet drops
with introduction of increasing volume of C0 2 from almost 4000 K to
2200 K. The plasmatron efficiency was 50 -64% and generaly grows
with introduction of increasing volumes of CO2.

The change arc current (200-430 A) at constants flow rates of Ar
and CO2 caused the decreasing of the ratio heat extracted by the
water cooling the anode to the head extracted from cathode from 5.5
to 3.5.
The experiments on the Ar-02 plasma generation were carried out at
fixed: arc current intensity 210 A and argon flow rate 2.5 m /h.
The introduction of oxygen to the argon stream causes the increase
of the interelectrode voltage. Similarly to case of Ar-CO2 plasma,
in the certain range of oxygen flow rates (0.8 - 1.2 m3/h) it can
be seen that the interelectrode voltage is distincly increasing
from 23 to 55 V. The slowly increase of the part of a heat
extracted by the water cooling the anode in the energetic balance
of plasmatron was found (40 - 65%). As it in the case of the Ar-C0,
plasma it can be explained by the gradually oxygen penetration of
the anode spot zone at the values of oxygen flow mentioned above.
On the other hand the meanmass temperature of plasma jet (3200 -
2700 K) and plasmatron efficiency (35 - 45%) do not clearly depend
from the intensivity of the oxygen flow rate. One of the
explanation of the low values of the plasmatron efficiency can be
a recombination of the oxygen atoms into molecule, it is
accompanied by a heat emission and a long anode channel.

This work was supported by the State Committee for Scientific
Research (KBN) under Contract PB 228/TO9/95/09.
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Introduction

Oxygen mixture gas plasma has been studied for various plasma applications. Control of

constituent species in the plasma is very important for the application. It is thought to mix other

gas to oxygen as one of a way of the control of the constituent species. However, oxygen mixture

gas plasma is complicated greatly becouse of negative ion formation and various chemical

reactions.

This paper describes the numerical calculation of the oxygen mixture gas plasma to

understand this plasma for a control of a constitution species of this plasma. In this study, helium,

argon and nitrogen are used as the dilution gas. We have also carried out the experimental

confirmation using oxygen mixture gas glow discharge positive column plasma. The numerical

results and the experimental results are discussed.

Density [cm-"1]

Numerical calculation

We used the numerical method which developed by

Ichikawa and Teii[l ] to solve the constituent species

and electron temperature in the glow discharge

positive column plasma. This technique has

assumed the positive column plasma which is long

infinitely in the direction of the axis. The constituent

species density is calculated without a direct solving

of partial differential equations which describe the

effect of diffusion in this method. Calculation results

were arranged by a kind of the dilution gas, mixture

ratio, pressure, and plasma density dependence of

the constituent particles.

Constituent species and electron temperature of

mixture gas plasma of C>2-Hc, O;-Ar and O2-N2 were

calculated. The results shows that the electron

Mixluc Ratio N2/((VN2)

Fig. 1 Neutral species variation of

O2-N2 plasma
temperature of O2-HC mixture gas plasma is higher than thai of O:-Ar mixture gas plasma. O
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density of 02-He mixture gas plasma is higher than that of 02-Ar mixture gas plasma because of
the effect of its higher electron temperature. When nitrogen was mixing, an absorbing change
appeared. Example of a typical result will be shown. Figure 1 shows the numerical results of
neutral species density variation of O2-N2 plasma. This figure shows that O density which is very
important for various application increase rapidly by the mixing of small amount of nitrogen.

Experiment

The experimental confirmation has been conducted using Pyrex glass made cylindrical discharge

tube. Plasma parameters are measured by an electrostatic probe. Especially the negative ion

density is measured by the change of a floating potential of the electrostatic probe. [2] The

variation of the constituent species are measured by Q-mass and spectroscopic method. The

experiment has done for all kind of mixture gas, however the results of O2-N2 plasma is shown

from circumstances of a length of the paper. Figure 2 shows the variation of 0 density with N2

percentage. O density increase rapidly in the lower N2 percentage and this tendency agree well the

calculation. Figure 3 shows the negative ion density variation. The experiment agree well with the

calculation.. '()"
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Fig.2 Experimentally obtained O density

variation of O2-N2 plasma

o.i 0.2
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Fig.3 Negative ion density variation

of O2-N2 plasma

Oxygen mixture gas plasma has been studied theoretically and experimentally. The experimental

results almost agree with the numerical results.
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Introduction

Plasmas with dust particles are investigated usually under the assumption that the electrons and
ions are in equilibrium because the characteristic times for dust particles are much larger than
those for electrons and ions. However this assumption is not always correa for impulse expanding
plasmas due to the dynamics of the dust particle charge, namely: energy dependences of electron
and ion collection by dust particles and the non-equilibrium of electron and ion energy distribution
functions caused by these dependences [1,2]. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate a relaxation
of uniform plasmas (without expansion) in which dust particles appear at some initial time.

Model

An uniform quasi-neutral plasma consists initially of equilibrium electrons and ions with densities
nt0 = ni0sno and temperatures Tt0 = Ti0 sTo.. Dust panicles with radius Rd and density nd are

uniformly appeared in this plasma at some initial time. A plasma relaxation starts due to a
collection of electrons and ions by dust particles just after their appearance.

Various parameters of this relaxing plasma are numerically simulated using the PIC method
and taking into account the dynamics of the dust particle charge without the assumption about the
equilibrium of electrons and ions. Coulomb collisions is taken into account in the framework of the
method of stochastic differential equations.

Results

Typical results of computer modeling are shown in Fig. 1 - 2 for nd = 4, m, I mt =256 , Rd -

0.1 and 0.32 (kurves 1 and 2, respectively) where nd is the number of dust particles in Debye
sphere, mt I mt - 256 is taken to obtain higher simulation precision, Rd is divided by the initial
Debye length.

The time evolution of the electron and ion densities nt ,nt is shown in Fig. la, where the

electron density nt is plotted with negative sign for comfort. As is clear, the electron and ion

densities decrease continuously due to their collection by dust particles. The analysis shows that
the ion density ni exceeds somewhat the electron density nt because some part of the electrons

provides negative charge of dust particles Q just after the relaxation starts (Fig. lb). The

complex process of electrons and ions collection which is accompanied by the self-consistent
change of plasma parameters causes the non-monotonous change of this dust particle charge Q, .

SK99K0397
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Peculiarities of the plasma relaxation are clearly seen from Fig. 2 in which the time
evolution of the mean kinetic energy Et of one electron as well as that energy E, of one ion is

plotted. Here these energies are divided by the initial thermal electron energy Eo , a>o is the initial

ion plasma frequency. The initial abrupt decrease of the mean electron energy Et is caused by the

dominant collection of fast electrons by dust particles just after the relaxation starts, because the
fast electrons are always responding to any plasma disturbances more effectively than other plasma
particles, of course. As can be seen from Fig. lb, the negative charge Q of a dust particle is

created simultaneously. The subsequent evolution of the mean electron energy E, is connected

with the evolution of the charge Q, of a dust particle. In particular, the subsequent change of the

mean electron energy E, evolution (Fig. 2) is caused by the subsequent collection of ions by dust

particles with negative charge.
The indicated results show that the assumption about equilibrium of electrons and ions with

constant temperature can not always be used in investigations of non-stationary plasmas with dust
particles, in particular in investigations of strong waves in dusty plasmas.

This work was supported by INTAS in the framework of contract No 94-2959 and by a grant
from the Ukrainian Committee of Science and Technology.
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Introduction

Pulsing discharges in dielectric cells with short electric current impulses in a external electric
circuit, are essentially differed from high or low frequency discharges due to a action of electric
charges which are condensed on inner dielectric surfaces [1]. These discharges need the essential
less mean sustaining electric power than other types of equivalent electric discharges with a
altering current The last circumstance causes the practical interest to use this discharge in
particular in plasma chemical reactors. However dust particles are formed in discharges in
chemical active gases almost always [2]. A influence of these particles on pulsing discharges have
not been investigated although plasmas with dust particles have been investigated very intensively
for the last time [3-5]. Therefore the aim of this work is the computer modeling of pulsing
discharges with dust particles.

Model

The plane dielectric cell consists of two dielectric plates with the thickness L and the dielectric
constant e . These plates are separated by the gap rilled by a gas with the size d . Dust particles
with radius Rd and density nd are uniformly placed in this gap. A dust panicle charge changes

according to plasma parameters. External sides of these plates are covered by metal electrodes to
which the sustaining voltage (/) is applied.

Computer modeling was made by the finite difference method using the model of two fluids
for electrons and ions and taking into account Townsend electron ionization, the adsorption of
electrons and ions as well as the electron heat conductivity. The second electron-ion and
photoelectron emission from the cathode was taken into account also. These emissions were
caused by non-stationary ion and photon streams from all discharge volume. The charge of dust
particles was determined by a collection of electrons and ion from a plasma into a dust particle
according to the theory of a spherical probe. The electron temperature is determined from the heat
balance in the discharge. Ion temperature is assumed equal the atom one.

Results

Spatial distribution were simulated of main plasma parameters, namely, electron and ion densities,
the self-consistent electric field, the dust particle charge, ionization and excitation rates etc. in the
pulsing discharge for various times. These results allow to investigate a evolution of plasma
parameters during a half-cycle of the sustaining voltage. Typical examples of obtained results are
shown in Fig. 1 - 3 for the pulsing discharge in neon at the pressure 100 Tor and L = d = 0.05
cm. The discharge is sustained by the external "meander" voltage with the amplitude 250 V and
the frequency 100 kHz. Simulations were made both without dust particles and with dust particles
with radius Rd = 0.5 fj and density nd = 03 c/w~3 . Following parameters are shown in these

figures, namely: spatial distributions of the self-consistent electric field E in the gap in the
moment of the current impulse maximum (Fig. ]), propagation curves of the breakdown wave
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which are appeared in each half-cycle and determined from the maximum ion and electron
densities (Fig. 2) as well as the current impulse J in the external electric circuit (Fig. 3). Dotted
lines are obtained for plasmas with dust particles, solid lines are related to the plasma without dust
particles.

without dust
with dust • 1.04

0.5-

1.0

without dust
with dust

0.2

t, mks

0.3

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

As can be seen from these figures, dust particles influence essentially on external and inner
parameters of pulsing discharges. First of aU, dust particles decrease essentially an electric field in
the gap due to a collection of electrons and ions. This circumstance causes both a deceleration of a
breakdown wave and a decrease of the current impulse maximum as well as an additional delay of
this impulse relative to the "meander" front.

Other parameters of pulsing discharges are essentially changed by dust particles also.
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Introduction

The Geiger-Muller detector is one of the oldest gas-filled radiation detector and its

production process is well established. However the development of the detectors is mostly

empirical due to the absence of a comprehensive theory of the gas discharge.

Modern detectors using rare gas - halogen mixtures have low working voltages (< 500

V), and sometimes rather large anodes or shapes (i.g., "umbrella" anode). The discharge

mechanisms in these detectors cannot be explained by the classical model of a Townsend

avalanche.

Modeling

To understand the complex discharge mechanism present in these detectors and be able to

optimize their performance a 2D numerical model was developed.

The model is built on the local field approximation, and solves self-consistently and for a

cylindrical geometry, the continuity equations for charged and excited species, the Poisson

equation, and the chemical kinetics equations.

The mixtures studied are Ne-Cl2-Cl (Cl originating in the dissociation of Cl2) with neon

concentrations between 80% and 99% and CI2 dissociation fractions between 0 and 30%.

Transport parameters and collision frequencies are computed using a Boltzmann code based on

the first moments of the Boltzmann equation in the hydrodynamic regime [1].

In the description of the chemical kinetics, the species: Ne*, Cl", Cl+, CV, were taken into

account as well as radiative and metaestable states related to Penning ionization. The photo-

electric effect at the cathode was included but the imprisonment of the resonance radiation was

only dealt with through the classical 'escape factor'. The response of the electric circuit is also

accounted for.

1 Segur P. et al. 1983 J. Comp. Phys. 50 116-37
Segur P. et al. 1984 J. Phys. D 17 2199-214
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A power-law scheme for the charged particles and an upwind scheme for the excited

species, are used with a variable grid [2].

The results confirm the slow build-up of the discharge and the importance of chlorine'

resonance photons for discharge propagation [3].

The neon ionization is limited and occurs only in the vicinity of the anode. In spite of the

smaller concentration, the ionization in chlorine is much stronger and occurs in regions with

relatively low reduced field. Neon's main role is to shift to higher energy values the eedf.

Photoelectric emission at the cathode is responsible for the transition from the

proportional regime to the Geiger-Miiller regime.
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Figure 1 - Electron density distribution in the first instants of a discharge in a cylindrical halogen
Geiger-MOIIer detector. The discharge is symmetrical about the detectors' middle plane and the
surfaces are the results of a 2D hydrodynamic model for the following times: (a) - 0,2fis; (b) - 0,4ps;
(c)-0,8Ms;(d)-1,Bvs.

7 Patankar. S.V. 1980 "Numerical Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow" Hemisphere Pub. Corporation
3 Srd6c, D. 1963 Nud. Instr. & Methods 21 243
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Introduction

Plasma treatments of the materials have been extensively studied and, particular, a great deal of
research has been devoted to polymer surface modification. Various methods of treatment, i. e.,
low temperature plasma, RF plasma, corona discharge, etc., to modify the mechanical, chemical
and biological properties have been used [1,2,3].
In this work an easy and less expensive method of treatment has been used by corona discharge.
This allows to modify the surface properties and especially to improve the compatibility of
polymers with biological tissue. We chose nylon-6 as a test material because it is one of the
biological compatible materials preferred, i. e. in surgeon sutures [4,5]. For example,
monofilaments nylons provoke minimal inflammation and less tissue reaction than natural
materials [6].

Experimental

Surface treatments were performed using a corona discharge in helium produced by a plasma
generator ("Plasmed-l") with variable frequency, amplitude and polarity. Conditions of our
experiments were: gas pressure of about 105Pa, power 40W, diameter of plasma beam 2mm and
its length about 2-3cm, treatment duration 5,10,15sec. Elapsed time between the plasma treatment
and biological tests was approximately lh. The most common monomer usually used for nylon-6
preparation is e-caprolactam. Then were used monofilament fibers of 22u. diameter and foil
samples of 400^ thickness. In terms of ease to handling, surface of samples was of about
2cmx2cm.
A scanning electron microscope to visualise the morphology of the surface and an IR
spectrophotometer able to identify the amide groups and other as well, have been used.

Results and discussion

SEM photograph shows a drastic change of surface after treatment (Fig. la and lb).
The polymer sample and the monofilament were exposed to corona helium plasma. Interaction
between the energetic plasma beam and the polymer surface consists of the following stages [1]:
-surface bombardment by ions, neutrals, metastables of helium and excited species;
-desorption of O2 and N2 molecules from the polymer surface;

-formation of lattice damage, generating active sites which extend several monolayer below free
surface;
-reaction of free radicals on polymer in the presence of N and O containing species;
-bond scission in macromolecular chain of polymer.
We consider that the treatment makes both a crosslink structure (a "worm-like" structure - Fig. lb)
and an etching/sputtering of nonocristallyne domains as well [5].
We tried to compare the biological compatibility of treated and untreated surfaces.
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Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus
aureus, Bacillus subtilis and
Saccharomyces strains have been
used for biological tests. Micro-
organisms have been cultivated in
stationary conditions, at 28°C.
Growing up of the cultures has
been appreciated on biomass and
number of germs/ml using

Fig. 1.a (before treatment) Fig. l.b (after treatment) successively dilution method. The
presence of nyIon-6 treated in liquid culture medium has as results a
biomass growth until at 32%.
Under the microscope (x300) had been observed that after about 30
minutes, cells are attached by filament on treated surface: bacteria
forming coniform laying down, and the yeast forming compact mass
(Fig.2).Yeast cells that come from cultures with treated fiber manifest
a high attraction to the fiber, when coming near it, and start rotating
around themselves. After a mechanical moving off, cells return to their
place and they have a similar behaviour. On agarised medium, in Petri
disc, growing ratio of colonies ismodified; then, these appear faster (at

24hs), are bigger and they have a translucent surface. There are less cells in suspension culture
comparatively with control, but the weight of treated fiber grows up with about 7%.
Supplementary, a test of blood coagulation on the polymer surface was made. We found a 4-5
times while clotting on the treated surface by comparison with the untreated surface. Some plasma
proteins were tested, but electrophoresis method [6] showed no modification of them. Also, the
calcium replacement clotting time (to measure possible deterioration of any of proteins involved in
the clotting mechanisms) remains unchanged.

Conclusions

-Morphology of the treated surface by corona discharge emphasises an etching and/or a
crosslinking of amorphous domains, generally important to improve the properties as wetting,
dyeing, adhesion, etc.
-Over all treated surface there is significant blood compatible properties without the need of
heparinizau'on of surface.
-The treated surface influences the biological behaviour of micro-organisms, respectively, that
surface is a favourable medium for division of cells and may increase their lifetime.
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Introduction

The low temperature plasma treatment is one of known approaches for modification of
polymer materials surfaces used in biomedical applications [1-4]. The plasma treatment is
carried out for changing adhesive properties of the surface, for formation of barrier layer
decreasing large molecules diffusion from polymer material itself into surrounding tissues
and in the opposite direction and for production of active sites on the surface for grafting
of biomolecules. Also plasma treatment produces the effective surface cleaning too. The
result of the treatment is the enhancing of materials biocompatibility. The plasma
treatment in Capacitively Coupled Radio Frequency Discharge can be successfully used
for enhancing the biocompatibility of polymer materials used in ophthalmology [4]. The
aim of the present work is investigation of sterilization effect of the plasma treatment used
for enhancing of polymers materials biocompatibility.

Experiment

The sterilization effect of Capacitively Coupled RF Discharge plasma treatment of contact
lenses was investigated. There were used two types of polymer: highly hydrophylic
polymer with water content 76% (Navelen-76®) and polymcthylmethacrilate (PMMA).
These types of polymers are widely used for production of soft and rigid contact lenses
and for artificial intraocular lenses.

There was used RF generator with frequency 13.56 MHz in experiments. The
pressure of Ar in discharge chamber was up to 1 Torr. The plasma parameters were
measured by means of Langmuir probe with high value of input RP impedance (up to
200 kOm) [5]. There were developed two types of Ion Energy Analyzers to measure
energy distribution and current density of ions exerting the surface. The first one is the
grid analyzer analogous to [6], the second is cylindrical capacitor with electric field
separating ions with different energies [7]. There were measured ion fluxes with mean
energy from 20 to 100 eV (depending on the RF electrode voltage) exerting the
sterilizing surface. There were fluxes of metastable particles, UF radiation on the sample
surface too. The electron concentration and electron temperature were 10 1 0 cm~ 3 and
2 -5- 3 eV respectively in experiments.

The principal stages of experimental investigations were:
1. Lenses infection by pathogen microorganisms which are the most dangerous in

ophthalmology: Staphylococous aureus, Bacilis subcilis, and Fungus p. Candida.
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2. The infected samples treatment in RF discharge plasma (the control set of the
samples was not exerted by plasma).

3. Bacteriological analysis of treated and control sets of the samples. The number of
samples infected by every type of microorganism were 12 (6 in control set and 6
in treated set).

Besides there was investigated the sterilization effect dependence on the time of soft
contact lenses plasma treatment. These lenses were infected by Staphylococous aureus in
this case. The duration of the treatment was 2, 6, 20, 60, 120, and 360 seconds. The
total number of tested samples was 48. There was an increase of the number of
Staphylococous aureus microorganism in the case of control set in nutrient medium.
There was a sterilization effect only at 360 seconds duration of plasma treatment. This
duration of the treatment was defined for all further experiments. There was growth in
nutrient medium of the number of microorganisms in all control (untreated by plasma)
experiments with soft and hard contact lenses. There was not growth in nutrient medium
of the number of microorganisms in all cases of hard contact lenses treated by plasma.
Such results were obtained for soft contact lenses infected by Staphylococous aureus and
Bacilis subcilis too. There was a growth of the microorganisms number in nutrient
medium in case of plasma treatment of soft contact lenses infected by Fungus p. Candida
in 33% of experiments.

There was demonstrated the possibility of effective sterilization by RF discharge
plasma of a set of polymer materials used in ophthalmology. The best results were
obtained for hard contact lenses. There was perfect sterilization in this case. There were
not perfect sterilization in some cases of soft contact lenses treatment. It may be caused
by porous structure of the external layers of this material and limited thickness of the
sterilization layer.
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Introduction
Today plasma as a source of active particles is used for removal of organic and non-

organic polutions from water solutions. In Kyiv University and Institute of General and
Inorganic Chemistry of Ukraine SSM-discharge with one liquid electrode is used for treatment of
water solutions [1], The entire investigated system may be divided by two subsystems: (i)
discharge system with liquid electrode as its feature; (ii) elrectrochemical system with plasma
electrode as its feature.

Experiment
Investigations on the influence of solved Na2SC>4 and NaOH concentrations

on discharge plasma contacting with solution, and on the influence of discharge parameters on
metal precipitation speed, as well as chemical analysis of precipitants in the system plasma - water
solution were performed. The first subsystem was realized in two ways (see Fig. 1) :

Cathod
SSMD

Anod
SSMD Solution

SUD

SSXD

a)
Fig. 1.

b)

(a) the discharge between flat electrode driven into the solution (liquid electrode) and the
discharger anode was maintained by plasma stream formed in the discharger; (b) the discharge
between two electrodes — one liquid and one situated above the surface — was maintained by
auxiliary discharge between two parallel cylindric electrodes.
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Results
Floating probe measurements of axis and radial potential distribution have shown

that there is a potential jump near the surface in the system discharge plasma - solution.
Character of radial potential distribution in plasma near the surface strongly depends on
solution concentration (Fig. 2). It seems to be caused by change in composition and,
consequently, in mobilities of positive and negative charge carriers. Note, that this fact is
specific for this system.
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After plasma treatment of water solutions of Zn and A3 nitrates flake-like and snow-white
precipitations appear. Differential thermal and atom-adsorbtional analysis of precipitations show
that metals precipitate as hydrooxides.

Fig. 3 presents the curves of metal quantity removed from the solution vs quantity of
electrisity passed trough it.

Comparison between plasma-chemical and electrochemical precipitation efficiences
(the latter was calculated using the Faraday formula) reveals that the former method is more
effective (see Fig. 3).

Investigations of the influence of SSM-discharge polarity (Fig. 1b) on plasma-chemical
precipitatin effeciency shows that positive polarity of liquid electrode is more preferable. Probably,
this fact takes place because plasma electrode of the second subsystem is the cathode, and thus
reactions of cathions (metal ions) are more intensive near it.
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It is of great perspective to create a plasma source of negative ions. In our previous
investigations [1] we proposed to make such a source wich based on SSM-discharge with the
support of plasma stream. Because of greate interest in this source it is important to know the
various physical processes taking place in SSM-discharge plasma.

Here we present the results of our investigations in mass composition of positive

component SSM-discharge plasma. All the measurements were performed in H 2 and D 2 using

the monopole mass-spectrometer MX 7301 and the probe technique. Expenmental parameters
were ranged within following bounds: preassure — from 0.07 to 0.54 Torr, SSM-discharge
current — from 0.5 to 35 mA, and auxiliary SM-discharge current — from 30 to 200 mA. A
schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.

G A S

GAS

PUMPING

During the
experimental tests it was
discovered that in the
field of all investigated
plasma parameters (such

as changing of Te from

0.6 to 1.0 eV and N c

from 8 10s cm"3 to
5 109cm°) one can
describe the dependence

of A 3 / A 2 ratio in

hydrogen and deuterium on 1/CC by linear law with good approach. Here A 3 and A-, are the

third and second positive atomic ion currents, respectively, measured in mass-spectrometer, and

OC = N c / N m is gas ionization degree.

It is impossible to explain quantitily such a dependence if using only known processes of
ion-atom exchange

Fig. 1

(1)

or electron-ion and ion-ion recombinations [2,3].

However it is well known that appearance potentials for D-, and D-> differ from each

other only to 0.5 eV [4]. That is comparative with the energy value for vibrational quantum of

D 2 (hv = 0.36eV). One can assume that kinetics of third atomic ions define by dissociauve

processes:
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(2)

So far as the kinetics
of vibrationally excited mole-
cules is conditioned by E-V
processes (its constant is

k E _ v ) [5] and V-T proc-
esses with atoms and mole-
cules (its constants are

ka
and k m

V-T'
re-

spectively) [6], and because
of appropriate experimental
conditions (Te < leV and

A/(A2 + A) < 10'3), we
can receive such a ratio from
the balance equation (2)

for A 3 :

(3)

From the experimental dependences A t / A 2 ~ f(l/(X) (Fig.2) one can estimate the

value of H 3 dissociation rate:

k-v(H2) = 4-10-ucm-3 -!

Unfortunately, it is impossible to estimate the corresponding value for D 3 dissociation

rate because of absence any information about V-T processes in deuterium.
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